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ABOUT JACA BOOK

Founded in 1965, Jaca Book is today one of the leading 
indipendent italian publishers in the fields of art

and human sciences, featuring illustrated books, non-fiction
and religious books, innovative children’s books, academic works, 

foreign fiction and international poetry.

Based in Milan, Jaca Book publishes one hundred books a year 
and today its catalog consists of more than 5,000 titles.  

Jaca Book has been participating in the Frankfurt Bookfair
and London Bookfair every year for more than fifty years,

as international co-editions are a major focus of the company.
Our illustrated projects, co-edited with the major publishing 
houses around the world, mainly concern the history of art, 

architecture, archeology and music.

Our name and our logo derive from and represent the leaves
and the fruit of the Breadfruit tree, in Brazilian language: Jaca.
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ART AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Edited by Alice Barale

Contributions of ALICE BARALE, MARIO KLINGEMANN, MICHAEL CASTELLE, MARIAN MAZZONE,
CATERINA MORUZZI, OBVIOUS, ANNA RIDLER, GEORGIA WARD-DYER

THE SAGRADA FAMILIA 2020
Daniel Giralt-Miracle, Jordi Faulí, photos by Pepe Navarro

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 18,5x23,5
PAGES 256 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 450.000

OCTOBER 25, 2018
FIRST WORK REALIZED BY ARTIFI-
CIAL INTELLIGENCE SOLD AT CHRI-
STIE’S: EDMOND DE BELAMY, FROM 
LA FAMILLE DE BELAMY.  432,000 
POUNDS, 45 TIMES BEYOND THE 
ESTIMATE! 

MARZO 2019, SOTHEBY’S ALSO AU-
CTIONED AN AI-ART WORK BY PIO-
NIEER MARIO KLINGEMANN

IS A NEW KIND OF ART BORN?
At the end of 2018 an artwork created by the Artificial Intelligence of the Obvious Group was 
sold at Christie’s auction. The resulting surprise, dismay and misinformation in the press have 
revealed how complex the idea of   artificial intelligence is for the public and the art world. The 
work that makes use of artificial intelligence raises a multifaceted debate of enormous interest 
on the validity of the machine’s creativity, on the identity of the true artist and on the quality of 
the aesthetic results.
Philosophers, computer scientists, art historians, scholars and artists confronted with basic que-
stions: what is creativity? And the art? Who is the craftsman and who is the spectator? Can 
machines be creative or is creativity just a human characteristic?
Can the generative process of an artificial intelligence system be qualified as creative and origi-
nal? How do we judge the works of art created with the mediation of the AI? Can we call algo-
rithms that discriminate among millions of “works” aesthetic?

ALICE BARALE is a research fellow in Aesthetics at the University of Florence. She has dealt extensively 
with Aby Warburg and Walter Benjamin, to whom she has dedicated a monograph (The melancholy of the 
image, Pisa 2009) and several essays. He edited a new Italian edition and translation of the Origin of the 
German Baroque drama by Walter Benjamin (2018) and, for Jaca Book, a monograph on AI art (Art and 
artificial intelligence. Be my GAN, 2020).

Technical features

HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32
PAGES 240 colour pages

THE FIRST VOLUME THAT TESTIFIES TO 
THE ADVANCED STATE OF THE CON-
STRUCTION OF THE SAGRADA FAMILIA 
AFTER THE CELEBRATION OF POPE BE-
NEDICT XVI IN 2010

Pepe Navarro is an extraordinary photographer 
who has performed spectacular reportages in very 
different places on the planet, but architecture 
remains his constant love. Like no other, Navar-
ro has climbed the pinnacles with his camera and 
examined the vaults of Antoni Gaudí’s church-mountain, and with him we experience the verti-
go of this place that seems to defy the laws of gravity. The work of the brilliant Catalan architect 
seemed abandoned to oblivion for decades after the end of the Second World War, showing only 
two partially advanced sections. The question was: to leave the project in the state in which the 
author had left it, or to intervene without Gaudí but using his directives and his calculations? 
The decision to continue according to the detailed drawings and studies left by Gaudí was the 
subject of a dramatic debate in Catalonia, until the worldwide appeal that the Sagrada Familia 
has exercised in the most recent decades convinced the government and the Church of Catalo-
nia to continue the works. Jaca Book has published several volumes on the cathedral, following 
the events involving the Sagrada Familia over the past forty years.

DANIEL GIRALT-MIRACLE, art critic, historian and member of the commission of the International 
Year of Gaudì 2002. He is the author of numerous publications and contributor to the contents of the Casa 
Batlló, for Jaca Book he has published the volumes Gaudì. The search of form (2003) and Gaudì. The Sa-
grada Familia (2010).

JORDI FAULÍ, architect and construction manager of the Sagrada Familia, in charge of completing the 
grandiose project by Antoni Gaudì, at least in its architectural part, by 2026, the year of celebration of the 
100th anniversary of the death of the Spanish master.

LA SAGRADA 
FAMILIA 2020

DANIEL GIRALT-MIRACLE 
JORDI FAULÍ

Foto di Pepe Navarro
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CHAGALL
LA VIE (LIFE)

Sylvie Forestier

“Chagall came from the marvellous world of 
the East that had always refused the use of ima-
ges; still, he appropriated the theme so far as to 
make of it a meditation on painting: Chagall’s 
features are openly presented in the painter’s 
self-portraits, faces are concealed inside the 
very heart of a picture. The artist, to whom con-
temporary critics denied any theoretical scope, 
realized he was also a philosopher”. That is the 
core of the first part of the volume. 
The second part reveals that he was also a re-
ader of history. That is Sylvie Forestier’s masterful interpretation of the triptych Resistance, 
Resurrection, Liberation (1937-1952). Chagall transformed an old painting, Revolution, into a 
triptych, on which he worked for fifteen years. He completed it (Liberation) in Paris after World 
War II, after he returned from his American exile, during which his first wife Bella had died.
But it was in America that Chagall found the theatrical stage.
The third part of this volume is devoted to Chagall’s relationship with the theatre. It was above 
all for the Jewish theatre of the art that Chagall realized his most relevant projects; in this area he 
showed his dazzling ability to create a theatrical space, where his freedom to create was totally at 
the service of the actor and the text. In New York and, after the war, in Paris, he returned to the 
theatre and to the human comedy, with the ballets of Chaikovsky, Stravinsky, Ravel.

Summary
• First part: Faces and self-portraits
• Second part: Resistance, Resurrection, Liberation
• Third part: The theatrical stage

SYLVIE FORESTIER (1931-2015)
Was general conservateur of Chagall’s artistic heritage. For over twelve years she directed the Musée National 
Biblique “Marc Chagall” in Nice, and next the Collections Nationales d’Art Moderne of the Provence-Al-
pes-Côte d’Azur. She had a philosophical background and was professor at the École du Louvre. She worked 
particularly in the areas of religious iconography before devoting her-self to Marc Chagall’s work. Author of 
several books on the artist, she has devoted a special attention to the task of introducing the public to the lesser 
known aspects of his artistic production: sculptures, ceramics, and the works that are in connection with the ar-
chitectural or scenic areas. She has curated numerous national and international exhibitions and is considered 
one of Marc Chagall’s specialists.

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 240 colour pages
PAPER matt art paper gms. 170 sqm
JACKET 4 colours on monoenamel paper,
gms. 170, laminated
BINDING hardbound, thread-sewn, board cove-
red with Imitlin, square spine, headbands one-co-
lour lettering on the spine, white endpapers

MATISSE
MISE EN SCENE D’UNE ŒUVRE

M.T. Pulvenis de Seligny

BEYOND AESTHETICS
Use, abUse and dissonanCes in afriCan artistiC traditions

Wole Soyinka

CHAGALL
THE HUMAN SCENE

Sylvie Forestier

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 18,5x23,5
PAGES 204 colour pages
SIGNS ca.262.000

EXHIBIT AFRICAN ART TODAY. AN IN-
TIMATE REFLECTION ON ART AND LI-
TERATURE, AN ESSENTIAL AND DEEP 
ANALYSIS ON CULTURE E TRADITION, 
CREATIVITY AND POWER.
IN EXPLORING THEMES SUCH AS IDEN-
TITY, TRADITION AND ORIGINALITY, 
WOLE SOYINKA REVEALS HOW CU-
RATORS AND COLLECTORS HAVE THE 
POWER TO ALTER OR EVEN REPRESS THE ARTISTIC TRADITIONS OF THE AFRI-
CAN CONTINENT.

Playwright, poet, essayist, novelist and Nobel prize Wole Soyinka is also a long-time art col-
lector. This collection of essays offers an in-depth study of the collector’s motivations, as well 
as a highly personal look at the politics of aesthetics and collecting. Soyinka describes a world 
of mortals, muses and divinities that gives the works of art history and meaning. He considers 
the status of art objects to be controversial, denouncing dogmatic efforts, both colonial and re-
ligious, to suppress the artistic traditions of Africa. Soyinka affirms the poetic and provocative 
power of collecting as a vindication of a tradition and an identity. At times evocative and ironic, 
in the descriptions of the encounters with muses and divinities, at times political and theoretical, 
Beyond Aesthetics pulls the curtain on art collections.

WOLE SOYINKA  (Abeokuta, Nigeria 1934) is one of the greatest African authors of the contemporary 
world. Imprisoned in Nigeria in the 1960s due to his political-civil commitment, in 1986 he received the 
Nobel Prize for literature. Starting in the 1970s, Jaca Book was the first to publish his entire narrative pro-
duction in Italy and part of his theatrical and memorial works.

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms 24x32,5
PAGES 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca.210.000
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SYMBOLS IN HISTORY OF MAN
Natale Spineto

MUSIC IN THE WORLD OF TRAVELS
HistoriCal atlas

A project of Franco Alberto Gallo and Vera Minazzi

The extensive bibliography about travels in the Ancient 
Times and in the Middle Ages has hardly focused on the 
musical experiences in the so called “unknown lands”. 
Not even the studies about the travel literature have fo-
cused on the topic in deep. This volume collects an ex-
traordinary set of synthetic essays, written in a narrative 
style, which attest the encounter with music of peoples 
from Mediterranean to Africa, from the steppes to Asia. 
It’s been a while that the University of Bologna-Raven-
na, under the direction of the renowned musicologist 
F. Alberto Gallo, inquires into the encounter between 
travellers and the soundscapes of the other worlds. This Atlas thus focuses on the experience of meeting the other, 
through the special and privileged lens of music. The traveller acts as an anthropologist: he has musical experiences, 
in distant lands, mostly as listener, and he discovers the peculiarities and the place of music in other societies. On 
the occasions of embassies, pilgrimages, merchant travels, religious and profane festivities, the traveller can grasp 
sounds and rhythms, even if he doesn’t know the local idioms: music spreads strongly without the need of an aware 
cultural mediation. Music, like food, smells and architectures, connoted the anthropic landscapes which travellers 
met.
The volume opens with the Greek-Roman world, both with the mythical or legendary travels, and with the real 
ones. The chronological period here covered spans from to the Late Antiquity up to the end of the XV century. The 
travels are organized chronologically and grouped by geographical areas.

Following the Historical Atlas of Music in the Middle Ages (2011), a project of Vera Minazzi with the contribution of 
F. Alberto Gallo, also for this volume many among the most prominent scholars of medieval musicology have been 
involved, along with anthropologists, historians, art historians, philosophy and literatures researchers.
The work is fascinating for its enjoyable style of writing combined with a rigorously scientific structure. The chapters 
are organized on an interpretative scheme: this work is an innovative and reference contribute for the Antiquity and 
the Middle Ages musicological studies. Even the artistic and cultural exchanges or “borrowings” are highlighted.
The Atlas consists of almost fifty short chapters, enriched by iconography and cartography, mostly unpublished and 
strictly related to the texts.

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 24x31
PAGES 256 colour pages
PAPER matt art paper gms. 170 sqm
JACKET 4 colours on monoenamel paper,
gms. 170, laminated
BINDING hardbound, thread-sewn, board 
covered with Imitlin, square spine, headbands 
one-colour lettering on the spine, white en-
dpapers
SIGNS ca. 240.000

FRANCO ALBERTO GALLO
An internationally renowned musicologist and eminent scholar of medieval music, he was director of the 
Department of Musicology at the University of Bologna. Pioneer of the discipline, with particular regard to 
the Middle Ages, is a distinguished scholar, unanimously acknowledged and appreciated in both Europe and 
the United States.
He has been President of the Italian Society of Musicology, vice president of the International Musicology 
Society, Harvard University Fellow, visiting professor at various universities and research centers such as the 
Center d’Études Superiors de la Renaissance (CESR) de Tours, the University of Tokyo, the University of 
Paris IV-Sorbonne and the Fundaciò “La Caixa” in Barcelona.

ATLANTE DELLA MUSICA
NEL MONDO DEI VIAGGI

A cura di
Franco Alberto Gallo e Donatella Restani

MUSIC IN THE WORLD OF TRAVELS
HystoriCal atlas

A project of Franco Alberto Gallo and Vera Minazzi

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x31
PAGES 256 colour pages
SIGNS ca.240.000

THE ART OF SYMBOL
Raimon Panikkar

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 18x23
PAGES 292 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 354.000

FROM THE GREAT TEMPLES OF 
INDIA CARVED INTO THE ROCK 
TO THE SPIERS OF THE SAGRADA 
FAMILIA, ART IS THE SOURCE AND 
BEARER OF SYMBOLS. FOR RAIMON 
PANIKKAR THE SYMBOL IS ESSEN-
TIAL TO THE LIFE OF MAN AND 
OF EVERY CIVILIZATION. FOR THE 
FIRST TIME HIS WRITINGS ON THE 
SUBJECT ARE COLLECTED TOGETHER, AND THE IMAGES ALLOW US TO 
CONTEMPLATE HIS WORDS

For Pannikar the lack of a symbolic life is the biggest gap in our societies. Man is handicap-
ped, he has no bridges with the sense of everyday life and with the infinite. Man recognizes the 
symbol above all in nature. Kailash is the sacred mountain of Hindus and other religions; it is 
excellence, the symbol that unites man with heaven and destiny. Panikkar himself, in old age and 
at the risk of his own life, made a pilgrimage to Kailash, in present-day Tibet.
Man recognizes the symbols in nature (mountains, trees, fire, water), and reconstructs them with 
his own hands: he has the art of the symbol to create bridges with meaning. The symbolic man 
becomes an artist man, images are born from him,
buildings, miniatures, architecture, music. Shiva, who while dancing creates the universe symbo-
lized by a circle from which fires shine, is one of the most engaging images of humanity.

RAIMON PANIKKAR, (1918-2010), is a universally known author, whose works are translated into a do-
zen languages. Participating in a plurality of traditions (Indian and European, Hindu and Christian, scien-
tific and humanistic), he taught in Europe, India and the United States. Jaca Book, following the author’s 
wishes, has published his Opera Omnia and several other works under the curatorship of Milena Carrara 
Pavan and in collaboration with the Vivarium Foundation of Tavertet (Catalonia, Spain).
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WAS JESUS REALLY A CHILD?
François Boespflug

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x30
PAGES 164 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 309.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN 
FRENCH

THE THEME OF JESUS’ CHILDHOOD 
AND THE INTERPRETATION THAT 
ARTISTS HAVE GIVEN OVER THE 
CENTURIES, IN AN UNPRECEDEN-
TED ANALYSIS THAT SHEDS LIGHT 
ON ONE OF THE MOST MYSTERIOUS 
PAGES OF THE FIGURE OF CHRIST

THIS INNOVATIVE RESEARCH, 
THROUGH CENTURIES OF ART HISTORY, DEMONSTRATES THAT VERY FEW 
ARTISTS HAVE DARED TO ATTRIBUTE A TRUE CHILDHOOD TO JESUS

Did Jesus of Nazareth really live his childhood as a child? Did he learn to stand and walk, run 
and fall, read and write, count and pray? Did he disobey his parents, was he corrected by his tea-
chers or did he already know everything from birth? The canonical Gospels say nothing about it, 
the apocryphal texts provide imaginative and not very credible answers and the Magisterium of 
the Church does not pronounce itself on this subject. The painters therefore had carte blanche, 
especially in the West. The author analyzes them in detail and classifies their works. Some show 
a child who looks like a “mini adult”, behaving like no other child would. Others, rarer, venture 
to portray Jesus as he is learning. Still others, numerous, imagine it as a normal child, but gifted, 
from an early age, with premonitory visions of his destiny, in particular death on the cross: in 
imagining behaviors typical of prophetic anticipation, they paint him while he rests lying on a 
cross suited to his size or in the act of blessing like a pontiff. Was religious painting induced, out 
of pity, to profess an innocently heretical, incomplete Christology? The desire to educate, at any 
price, does not always accord well with the fullness of Christ’s humanity.

FRANÇOIS BOESPFLUG, theologian, art historian and historian of religions, he is professor emeritus 
of the University of Strasbourg. He was a literary editor for the Éditions du Cerf, holder of the Chaire du 
Louvre in 2010 and the Benedict XVI Chair in Regensburg in 2013. 

CHRISTMAS IN ART
François Boespflug, Emanuela Fogliadini

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x30
PAGES 240 colour pages

AN UNPRECEDENTED APPROACH TO 
THE THEME OF THE NATIVITY AND THE 
DIFFERENT INTERPRETATIONS THAT 
ART HAS GIVEN OVER THE CENTURIES. 
FROM GIOTTO TO THE STAINED GLASS 
WINDOWS OF CHARTRES, FROM FILIPPO 
LIPPI TO GEORGES DE LA TOUR, UP TO 
ARCABAS: THE ARTISTIC EFFORT IN RE-
PRESENTING THE SYMBOLIC EVENT OF 
THE CHRISTIAN FAITH

The birth of Jesus, mysteriously conceived by the Holy Spirit in the womb of a young virgin 
woman named Mary, is the cornerstone of the Good News and of all Christian doctrine on the 
Word of God made man. An inexplicable event rationally but a source of great hopes, the Na-
tivity has been the object, over the centuries, of contemplation and amazement. Celebrated and 
represented in art from the beginnings of Christianity to the present day, it has shone in all ages 
and on all continents reached by the spread of the Gospel. This book presents a selection of fifty 
works of art. The oldest Nativity dates back to the 4th century and the most recent is from 2018. 
Each one is reproduced in full page, enriched by a descriptive comment, which highlights the hi-
storical context and the literary, theological and artistic sources of inspiration and interpretation.

FRANÇOIS BOESPFLUG  theologian, historian of art and religions, is professor emeritus of the Univer-
sity of Strasbourg.

EMANUELA FOGLIADINI  theologian and historian of Christianity, she is a professor of the History of 
Theology of the Christian East at the Theological Faculty of Milan and Coordinator of the Higher Institute 
of Religious Studies “Beato Paolo VI”.
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BETWEEN POP AND MINIMAL ART
Giuseppe Panza

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x30
PAGES 320 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 210.000

GIUSEPPE PANZA, PROTAGONIST OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL COLLECTING 
OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, HAS 
CREATED SINCE THE FIFTIES ONE 
OF THE MOST INTERESTING ART 
COLLECTIONS OF THE AMERICAN 
PAINTING MASTERS OF THE SECOND 
POSTWAR PERIOD.

An authentic mentor of the contemporary world, Giuseppe Panza di Biumo approached Ame-
rican and European painting of the second postwar early on, with original insights and per-
sonal relationships with the artists, building a fundamental and unconventional collection to 
understand the artistic evolution of that period. The collection, focused on American art, can 
be visited inside what was once his home, Villa Panza in Varese, now owned by the FAI. After 
graduating in law in 1954, Giuseppe made a trip to the United States that would particularly 
influence his aesthetic imagination and stimulate him to give life to his art collection. After his 
initial interest in informal art and Pop Art, in the sixties and seventies, he focused on minima-
list, conceptual and environmental art. The discovery of Dan Flavin dates back to this period. 
Inspired by Duchampian ready-mades, he created modular sculptures with neon lights, until 
then only intended for functional and commercial use. At Villa Panza, Flavin’s installations oc-
cupy a large part of a wing on the upper floor and flank the site-specific interventions by James 
Turrell and Robert Irwin: white boxes with acoustic and architectural glimpses, where interior 
and exterior merge and blend. More recent is the corpus of monochromes by Phil Sims, Ruth 
Ann Fredenthal, Ford Beckman, Max Cole, Ettore Spalletti and Alfonso Fratteggiani Bianchi, 
symbiotic with the sumptuous furnishings and natural brightness of the villa.

GIUSEPPE PANZA DI BIUMO was one of the greatest Italian contemporary art collectors with a col-
lection of over two thousand five hundred works, created between 1955 and 2010, now exhibited in the 
main contemporary art museums in the world. The collecting activity ranges from informal European 
art to pop art (1955-1965) to conceptual and environmental minimal art (1966-1976), also including or-
ganic and monochrome art (1987-2010) and sculptures from Africa and Mexico. An artistic and cultural 
heritage that includes some of the most influential names in Contemporary Art: Mark Rothko, Robert 
Rauschenberg, James Turrel, Jorge Segal, Antoni Tapies, Lawrence Weiner, Bruce Nauman, Joseph Ko-
suth and Roy Lichtenstein.

STORIES OF LOVE AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Antonella Russo

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 18x23
PAGES 84 colour pages

STORIES OF LOVE AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
ANALYZES VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF 
LOVE PHOTOGRAPHY AND EXAMINES 
IMAGES THAT ASSERT THE NEED FOR 
LOVE IN ALL THE VARIOUS SHADES AND 
DEGREES OF INTENSITY, FROM PASSIO-
NATE LOVE PHOTOGRAPHY TO IMAGES 
OF UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

This volume identifies some examples of love photography produced in the twentieth century, 
and examines the consequences of the photographic act conceived as an image of falling in love 
with the Other and with the world. More specifically, the text recalls how (and how much) pho-
tography has been able to make itself loved and argues that in order to fully understand it, it is 
necessary to identify the laws of loving energetics, introduced into circulation by the optical ima-
ge. The text focuses on the analysis of photographic practices and illustrative images of various 
stages of love to affirm the need for a story of love photography, a scientific treatment of images 
full of human tensions, catalysts of energy and emotional approaches “ from one self to the 
other”, examining the energy components and analyzing the consequences. The volume opens 
with a text dedicated to surrealist photography and the pioneering illustrated books by André 
Breton Nadja (1928) and L’Amour fou (1935), continuing with the “apostle” of photography W. 
Eugene Smith and his two essays Country Doctor (1948) and Nurse Midwife (1951). This is fol-
lowed by the analysis of the famous portrait Gandhi and the spinning wheel (1946) by Margaret 
Bourke White, risen as a universal manifesto of solidarity and unconditional love. The volume 
ends with a reflection on family portraits as images that initiate us into the literacy of love.

ANTONELLA RUSSO historian and theorist of photography, has taught History of Photography at the 
University of Lecce and at the University of the Image in Milan. Curator of the Photography section at 
Castello di Rivoli and at the Sandretto Re Rebaudengo Foundation, she has directed successful exhibi-
tions including Mario Giacomelli; An Eye for the City, View Points at the Estorick Foundation, Strangers 
in the (ir) City, Contemporary Vietnamese Photography at the Contemporary Center of Photography in 
Melbourne and Forma / Informe at the Civic Gallery of Modern and Contemporary Art in Turin in 2020. 
She focuses her interests on the themes of aesthetics and ethics of photography and has published more 
than one hundred theoretical essays for international art and photography magazines, photography vo-
lumes and exhibition catalogs.
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RUSSIAN ART
Gerol’d Ivanovi/ Vzdornov, Georgij Karlovi/ Vagner

THE OLMECS
Edited by María Teresa Uriarte

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 240 colour pages
ILLUSTRATIONS 270 in colour
PAPER matt art paper gms. 170 sqm
JACKET 4 colours on monoenamel paper,
gms. 170, laminated
BINDING hardbound, thread-sewn, board 
covered with Imitlin, square spine, headbands 
one-colour lettering on the spine, white endpa-
pers
SIGNS ca. 450.000 + annexes

LICENSED IN
SPANISH: UNAM UP

The mother culture of Pre Columbian Mesoameri-
ca. A definitive work

While 3500 years ago the few inhabitants of Mexico 
lived in villages made of huts, the Olmecs started bu-
ilding impressive ceremonial centers with pyramids 
and colossal stone heads in memory of their rulers.
The large carved stone altars served as a place of 
communication with the underworld. Mesoamerica (i.e. mostly Mexico, but also Guatemala, Belize…) and 
the Andes are the cradle of the pre-Columbian civilizations.
The ancient Olmec civilization has always been considered to be the ‘mother culture’ of the Mesoamerican 
civilizations. It developed over 2000 years during the period called Formative or Preclassic (1900 BC-100 
AD).
The Olmecs’ influence was vast and went beyond the main settlements of the Gulf area.
Without the Olmecs it would be difficult to understand the Maya and the great Altiplano civilizations, from 
the Teotihuacan to the Aztecs.
Research on the Olmecs has made important steps over the past ten years, and ten years ago María Teresa 
Uriarte, a leading figure of the UNAM (Autonomous University of Mexico) and former director of the Istituto 
de Investigaciones Estetica, organized an important evolutionary round table, which changed our knowledge 
of the Olmec world.

• Contributes from the most acknowledged scholars of Mesoamerican culture
• A work destined to become a reference on the pre-Columbian civilizations and on their art
• Numerous extraordinary color pictures.

An authoritative work targeted at scholars.
The extraordinary color iconography makes it also appealing to a larger audience.

MARÍA TERESA URIARTE CASTAÑEDA
Is a Mexican historian who has specialized in pre-Hi-
spanic culture in Mesoamerica. She is a member of the 
academic staff of the Faculty of Philosophy and of the 
Board of Government of the UNAM (Autonomous 
University of Mexico). She has written and coordi-
nated several works on themes related to the pre-Hi-
spanic culture in Mesoamerica. Her works have been 
translated in different languages.

Other works by María Teresa Uriarte published
by Jaca Book
L’architettura precolombiana (Pre Columbian 
Architecture), Jaca Book, 2009; L’arte preco-
lombiana in Mesoamerica (Pre Columbian art 
in Mesoamerica), Jaca Book, 2003; La pittura 
precolombiana (Pre Columbian painting), Jaca 
Book, 1999.

OLMECHI
A cura di 

MARÍA TERESA URIARTE

BRAQUE. ATELIERS
Jean Leymarie

THE WORK OF BRAQUE IS INDISSOLU-
BLY LINKED TO THE ATELIER, HEART 
OF HIS HOUSE, A BRIGHT FRAGMENT 
TOWARDS WHICH EVERYTHING CON-
VERSE, WHOSE METAMORPHIC REPRE-
SENTATION OCCUPIES IN HIS WORK 
THE ESSENTIAL PLACE THAT THIS 
BOOK EVOKES AND DEEPEN

When Georges Braque immersed himself in the Ateliers series in the 1940s and 1950s, he had 
nothing left to experiment with. Just at the moment when others give in to their deserved glory 
and reproduce, Braque continues to search and question: “I made a very great discovery - I don’t 
believe in anything anymore. Objects do not exist for me, there is only a symphonic relationship 
between them and between me and myself. When we come to this harmony, everything becomes 
possible and eternal. And this is true poetry». He goes so far as to write in his notebook: “Let’s 
forget things and consider only the relationships “. We are no longer in the field of metaphor, 
but in the one of metamorphosis.
Everything is now Atelier, a visionary laboratory in which the entire universe is summarized and 
in endless escape.
Braque, a craftsman proud of it, lived in his two laboratories, one in Paris and one in Varenge-
ville, in Normandy. His work is inconceivable outside these walls.

THE AUTHOR, GREAT FRIEND OF BRAQUE AND HIS MOST REFINED EXEGETE, 
ANALYZES A SERIES OF CANVAS AND PAINTINGS THAT WILL CULMINATE IN 
THE FUNDAMENTAL SEQUENCE OF THE EIGHT SYMPHONIC ATELIERS, PICTO-
RIAL SUMMA AND POETIC FIGURATION OF HIS DAILY UNIVERSE

JEAN LEYMARIE (1919-2006) was curator at the Museum of Grenoble, director of the National Mu-
seum of Modern Art and of the French Academy in Rome. He has taught in Lausanne and Geneva and 
has published several works on the history of art, including: Giotto (1950), Gauguin (1950), Van Gogh 
(1951), Les vitraux de Chagall (1962), Picasso, métamorphoses et unité (1971) and Balthus (1978).

Technical features
HARDCOVER 
FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 232 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 220.000  

THE OLMECS
Edited by María Teresa Uriarte

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 240 colour pages
ILLUSTRATIONS 270 in colour
SIGNS ca. 450.000 + annexes
RIGHTS SOLD IN
SPANISH: UNAM UP
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RAPHAEL’S LOGGIAS
Nicole Dacos

HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29 or 24x32,5
PAGES 352 colour pages
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: ABBEVILLE PRESS
FRENCH: HAZAN EDITIONS
GERMAN: BELSER VERLAG
SPANISH: LUNWERG EDITORES
POLISH: BIALY KRUK
CHINESE: PHOENIX POWER

Raphael’s workshop was the most remarkable and complex artistic firm of the 
entire sixteenth century and the Loggias of the Apostolic Palace in the Vatican 
represent one of the highest outcomes of the artist’s genius, as well as the most 
fortunate. The echo that the Loggias were able to create was immense, in Rome 
and in the world, from the Renaissance to the twentieth century. 

NICOLE DACOS (Brussels 1938-Rome 2014) Famous art historian, she taught 
at the University of Brussels and London, at the Warburg Institute, and was re-
cognized as a “senior guest” at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Malibu and at the 
Center for the Advanced Study in Visual Arts in Washington. She worked at the 
National Scientific Research Foundation of Belgium, becoming its director.

THE SISTINE UNVEILED
Heinrich W. Pfeiffer

HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29 or 24x32,5
PAGES 320 colour pages
RIGHTS SOLD IN 
ENGLISH: ABBEVILLE PRESS
FRENCH: HAZAN EDITIONS
GERMAN: BELSER VERLAG
SPANISH: LUNWERG EDITORES
POLISH: BIALY KRUK
GREEK: KAPON
CHINESE: PHOENIX POWER

For almost fifty years, Father Heinrich Pfeiffer has investigated on a icono-
graphic, theological and iconological side the whole corpus of sistine frescoes 
that narrate the themes of biblical history. An investigation that reveals the true 
brilliance of Michelangelo and his challenge to seduce men by leading them 
where humanity and divinity are identified.

HEINRICH W. PFEIFFER Director of the Higher Course for the Cultural Heri-
tage of the Church and member of the Pontifical Commission.

SAINT PETER’S BASILICA 
H. Brandenburg, A. Ballardini, C. Thoenes

HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29 or 24x32,5
PAGES 352 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 680.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: THE FOLIO SOCIETY 
FRENCH: L’ARCHE EDITEUR
GERMAN: MICHAEL IMHOF VERLAG
POLISH: JEDNOSC WYDAWNICTWO
CHINESE: PHOENIX POWER

The architectural and artistic history of St. Peter’s Basilica: from its origins to the 
Renaissance and Baroque transformations that have shaped its present form of 
the center of Christianity. 

HUGO BRANDENBURG Member of the German Archaeological Institute, of the 
Pontifical Academy of Roman Archeology and of the Commission of Sacred Archeolo-
gy, he is a specialist in late ancient and early Christian archeology. 

THE BIBLE. WRITING AND IMAGES 
from The Vatican Library
Edited by A.M. Piazzoni and F. Manzari

HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29 or 24x32,5 
PAGES 366 colour pages
SIGNS ca 325.000 + 80.000 annexes
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: LITURGICAL PRESS 
FRENCH: ACTES SUD

The Bible, or the unification of the Old and New Testaments, gave rise to the 
development of extraordinary scholarly and artistic achievements in the Medi-
terranean, Middle East and, above all, in Eastern and Western Europe since La-
te-Antiquity. 

AMBROGIO M. PIAZZONI is the Vice Prefect of the Vatican Apostolic Library, first 
layman to hold this position.

RAPHAEL’S ROOMS
Christoph Luitpold Frommel 

HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29 or 24x32,5
PAGES 224 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 280.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
GERMAN: BELSER VERLAG
POLISH: JEDNOSC WYDAWNICTWO

A RECENT RESTORATION HAS RESTORED THE “ROOMS” TO THE ORIGI-
NAL SPLENDOR, THIS WORK ANALYZES IT WITH DEPTH AND ACCURACY.
THE WORK OF FROMMEL, AT THE END OF A LONG STUDY, GIVES 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RAFFAELLO AND JULIUS II THE 
MEANING OF A UNIQUE ENCOUNTER IN THE HISTORY OF ART

In the second half of 1508 Raphael was in Rome, hired by the fellow countryman 
Bramante for the decoration of the rooms chosen for his own use by Pope Julius II; 
within a few months, the painters already working on the spot give way to Raphael’s 
full assumption of responsibility for the decoration of the rooms that will become 
the “Rooms” par excellence. Frommel’s gaze penetrates the painter’s intentions and 
reveals the message of the Stanze, the experience of breaking the figurative tradi-
tion as a premise of the visual development which, along the Four walls of the Papal 
Library, show the themes announced by the medallions that personify Theology, 
Philosophy, Justice and Poetry. 

CHRISTOPH LUITPOLD FROMMEL was visiting professor at the Institute for Ad-
vanced Study in Princeton and at the University of California, Berkeley. From 1989 to 
2001 he was director of the Hertziana Library in Rome. 
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ITALY FROM ABOVE
History of art and landsCape

Maria Antonietta Crippa, Roberto Cassanelli, Massimiliano David, Pierluigi Tozzi

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29
PAGES 256 colour pages
RIGHTS SOLD IN 
FRENCH: CITADELLES&MAZENOD
GERMAN: HIRMER VERLAG

AN IDEAL FLIGHT THROUGH THE LAND-
SCAPES AND ARCHITECTURAL COM-
PLEXES OF THE ITALIAN PENINSULA, TO 
REDISCOVER THEIR EXTRAORDINARY BE-
AUTY AND BE AWARE OF THE EFFECTS OF 
UNSTOPPABLE URBANIZATION. A FRESCO 
OF THE SURPRISING HARMONY BETWEEN 
LANDSCAPE AND ARCHITECTURAL OR-
GANISMS SCATTERED ACROSS ITALY IN A 
VARIED AND STRATIFIED WAY.

A visual journey through the great seasons of Italian artistic and architectural history, to read 
the complex and changing legacy of the Belpaese heritage and interpret the signs of the past 
in relation to the contemporary context. The volume presents in a bird’s eye perspective an 
accurate selection of natural landscapes and the multifaceted typology of architecture that has 
been incorporated over time. The narrative therefore offers a sequence of portraits of the most 
emerging construction phenomena in Italian history, articulated according to a thematic and 
chronological order that from the Roman age - whose imprint is still decisive for the identity of 
the Italian landscape - arrives at the beginning of the 19th century, on the eve of the great indu-
strialization.

MARIA ANTONIETTA CRIPPA full professor of History of Architecture at the Polytechnic of Milan 
and Scientific Director of the Institute for the History of Lombard Art.

ROBERTO CASSANELLI teaches at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts and at the School of Specialization 
in Historical and Artistic Heritage of the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart of Milan.

MASSIMILIANO DAVID archaeologist and expert in late antiquity and the Middle Ages. He teaches at 
the University of Bologna-Ravenna and directs the excavation project «Ostia Marina» near Rome. 

PIERLUIGI TOZZI Full Professor of Historical Geography of the Ancient World at the University of 
Pavia.

ROME FROM ABOVE
edited by Roberto Cassanelli 

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 320 colour pages
SIGNS ca 260.000 + apparata/annexes
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: HAZAN
GERMAN: SCHNELL&STEINER VERLAG

Photography from helicopter allows a bird’s-eye view that reminds us of the land-
scape painting in the XVII and XVIII century. In this way specific buildings, 
monumental complexes or relations between constructions can be observed with 
a new plasticity, which often allows a more synthetic view of the works and a 
topographic knowledge.

VENICE FROM ABOVE
Armando Dal Fabbro, Maria G. Montessori, Riccarda Cantarelli

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29 or 24x32,5
PAGES 288 colour pages 
SIGNS ca. 146.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: CITADELLES&MAZENOD
GERMAN: SCHNELL&STEINER VERLAG

A great photographic campaign, truly stunning aerial views, to immerse yourself 
in the unique charm of Venice. The medieval masterpieces and the current colors 
of the lagoon contrast with the monumental Venice, where little remains of the 
Middle Ages but Renaissance and Baroque shine. The history of Venice starts 
from the extraordinary orography of the lagoon; a unique landscape in which, 
from the Late Antiquity, men got used to living and building.
ARMANDO DAL FABBRO is director of the Master’s Degree in Architecture at the 
Iuav University of Venice where he teaches Architectural and Urban Composition.

MILAN AND LOMBARDY FROM ABOVE
Edited by Maria Antonietta Crippa

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29
PAGES 328 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 500.000

An aerial photographic campaign to discover the places of art on the Lombard 
territory, the monuments and their historical-cultural contexts. An indispensable 
volume to understand the stratifications of Milan and its region. The history of 
city forms and monumental complexes of the entire Lombardy region and its 
capital is traced through a “bird’s eye” photographic campaign, with the contri-
butions of archaeologists and historians of art and architecture. 
MARIA ANTONIETTA CRIPPA full professor of History of Architecture at the 
Polytechnic of Milan and Scientific Director of the Institute for the History of 
Lombard Art.
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SUMMER OF THE LION. BOB MARLEY 1980
Paolo Pasi

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29
PAGES 304 colour pages

2020 marks the fortieth anniversary of the historic and only concert that Bob Marley 
held at the San Siro stadium, accompanied by the inseparable Wailers. An unmissable 
narrative essay, for all fans of the King of reggae. On June 27, 1980, Milan already felt 
the signs of a hot and humid summer, one that tempts you to seek refreshment away 
from the concrete of the metropolis. But the one hundred thousand who flocked to the 
San Siro stadium to attend the unique, historic Bob Marley concert would not have 
wanted to be anywhere else in the world than on that sun-bathed green lawn, crowned 
by two rings of reinforced concrete. Paolo Pasi, journalist, writer and musician, starting 
from that memorable event (Marley would have died prematurely the following year) 
has built a narrative essay that combines fiction and historical reconstruction, enriching 
it with facts, events, documents and original memories of the time.  Summer of the Lion 
is a compelling book both for those who were there and for those who have always 
dreamed of being there.

PAOLO PASI Journalist and writer, in 1995 won the first edition of the “Ilaria Alpi” 
journalistic prize and since 1996 he has been working for Rai as editor of Tg3. He has 
written numerous novels. Pasi is also a guitarist and composer, and is part of the jury 
of the “Piero Ciampi” music prize.

THIS HARD LAND. ON SPRINGSTEEN ROADS
Text by Gino Castaldo - Photographs by Daria Addabbo

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21x27
PAGES 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 77.000

Springsteen’s characters are driven by a strong desire for change, to escape from the 
small world of the province. They imagine leaving, at night, on roads that lead them 
to a promised land. The book is designed as a stream of photographs and texts. Snap-
shots taken by the young photojournalist Daria Addabbo with a penetrating look on 
the present of “American dream”, captured following the suggestions of the Boss son-
gs. The text is a passionate portrait of the central themes that went through Springste-
en’s work, divided into seven thematic chapters: My Hometown (the province), work, 
the night, the street, Tunnel of Love (love stories), The Promised Land, the dream.
Is the american dream a betrayed promise? Are all these dreams just illusions? 
«Growing up in Italy, surrounded by music, Addabbo took inspiration in the me-
dium’s ability to provide vivid images without imposing them. In the towns where 
Springsteen wrote his first lyrics 40 years ago, Addabbo found that while the stories 
and expectations have changed, the American Dream and its contradictions remain» 

SEASONS. THE PROVINCE OF GUCCINI
Text by Gino Castaldo - Photographs by Daria Addabbo

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29
PAGES 288 colour pages

The texts by Gino Castaldo and the photographs by Daria Addabbo compose an un-
repeatable tribute to the great songwriter, retracing the places of the italian province 
celebrated in many of his songs. A photographic diary that follows the suggestions of 
the songs of Francesco Guccini. Daria Addabbo’s photographs, which have already 
win important awards, narrate how the places described by the musician have chan-
ged and highlight the signs that time has left. The progress of the seasons, which con-
stitutes the architecture of the book and refers to the seasons of existence, composes 
a photo editing built in four chapters, that Gino Castaldo’s words expertly counter-
point by opening glimpses of Guccini’s history. Time and space are at the center of 
this story in images, the time of the individual is intertwined with History. The Italian 
province, celebrated in many poems by the bolognese songwriter, is an ancient and 
precious foothold against the search for modernity at any cost.

HENDRIX 1968 THE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE
Enzo Gentile, Roberto Crema

Technical features
SOFTCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21x27
PAGES 268 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 240.000

Unpublished photos of his famous travel to italy in 1968, his first and only tour in 
Italy. More than 50 unpublished backstage photos, reproductions of newspaper ar-
ticles, tickets and memorabilia. 
In May 2018, fi fty years have passed from the Italian tour of Jimi Hendrix, his first
and only tour in Italy.
In addition to unpublished photos, the volume displays many vintage articles to give
a national and international socio-cultural picture of the time. It was the legendary 
May ’68.
Direct testimonies, interviews with celebrities and common people that met, saw and
spent time with the genius of guitar during the three dates of his tour: Milan, Bologna
and Rome.

ENZO GENTILE is an Italian journalist, writer and music critic. Throughout the years 
he has written articles for numerous newspapers and magazines

GINO CASTALDO, well-known journalist, radio host and Italian music critic. He 
writes for La Repubblica, of which he also edited the weekly insert Musica, and con-
ducts various programs for Rai Radio3. Since 2005 he has been holding Lezioni di 
rock. A journey to the center of music, a program dedicated to rock legends, since 
2011 has led the Playlist program on Radio Capital and, currently, on Rai Radio 2 
Back2Back with Ema Stockolma.

DARIA ADDABBO, a photojournalist, publishes on famous Italian newspapers and 
magazines. In 2015 he realizes the report On the traces of Tom Joad, in which she retraces 
the route of the family protagonist of John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath along Route 
66. In 2016 she won the Porto Alegre International Festival Prize, with the work Profon-
do familiare. In 2016 she realizes a report on board the Greyhound bus from New York 
to Los Angeles for Vanity Fair. In 2017 she joins the Luz photo agency.
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INDIAN ART
Michel Delahoutre

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 23X30
PAGES 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca 234.000

THE ART THAT ANIMATED THE TIBE-
TAN WORLD AND ALL OF SOUTHEAST 
ASIA, WHICH CONTINUES TO INTER-
ROGATE AND IMPRESS THE WESTERN 
PART OF THE WORLD. AN IMMERSIVE 
TRAVEL GUIDED BY THE WISE AND 
PASSIONATE INTERPRETATION OF 
ONE OF THE GREATEST EXPERTS IN 
THE INDIAN WORLD. 

India and its millenary artistic and cultural tradition are explored by Michel Delahoutre, with 
the help of a brand new photographic campaign, to discover a rich and complex aesthetic canon 
that seems capable of reconciling the philosophical ideals of meditation and renunciation with 
the joy of life and sensuality. From 4,000 BC to the modern age, great Indian art spreads, many 
centuries after the Vedic texts, starting from Buddhist art.
Indian art was born aniconic, with circular and symbolic stupas, then developed with the fi-
gure of the Buddha and his life, that was reverberated everywhere. The monumental Hindu 
complexes followed, firstly carved out of the rock and then created as impressive buildings: the 
pantheon of Hindu divinities seems to dance in the statuary, born from a simple sacred square 
with the hearth for sacrifices in the center. Even the illuminated pages of the 18th century are 
saturated with images, colors and music.

MICHEL DELAHOUTRE (1923-2014) has been a professor of Hinduism and Indian art at the Insti-
tute of Science and Theology of Religions in Paris for more than twenty years and has coordinated the 
impressive choral work of the Dictionary of Religions directed by P. Poupard (PUF, Paris, 1993). Among 
his works published by Jaca Book, we mention The journey of Indian art (2008); Kumbha Mela. Indian 
pilgrimage (2001) and The spirit of Indian art (1994).

Early 2020 - 2019
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THE GREAT SEASONS OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL ART
Edited by François Boespflug

MEDIEVAL ART IN EUROPE
Liana Castelfranchi

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24,5x29
PAGES 300 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 1.125.000

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 23x30
PAGES 400 colour pages

FROM GREECE TO ISLAMIC ART,  
THROUGH EARLY CHRISTIAN AND  
ROMANESQUE ART, DISTINGUISHED 
SCHOLARS INTRODUCE THE GREAT  
PARABLE OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL 
ART. NOT A CONSEQUENTIAL STORY,  
BUT EXTENSIVE INTRODUCTIONS TO  
THE MANY ARTISTIC WORLDS THAT  
BUILT THAT GREAT STORY
 

Important authors, international authorities in their field of competence, trace the red thread of 
ancient and medieval art with essays that are linked diachronically. A choral and innovative book 
resulting from the work of great connoisseurs of the artistic world, capable of achieving a true 
synthesis that offers new interpretations of masterpieces and styles. 
Unlike other worlds the Western world - and Europe in it - has a continuum of readability star-
ting from Greek art where, for the first time, the integration between artistic production and 
historical periods was achieved. A framework in which the Islamic Mediterranean also partici-
pates for the medieval period.

FRANÇOIS BŒSPFLUG, theologian, art historian and religious historian, is an emeritus professor at 
the University of Strasbourg. He was a literary editor for the Éditions du Cerf, owner of the Chaire du 
Louvre in 2010 and of the Benedict XVI Chair in Regensburg in 2013. His numerous publications deal 
with the history of religions and the representation of the divine. Among the most recent, The images of 
God. A story of the Eternal in art for Einaudi; Le regard du Christ dans l’art IV-XXIe siècle: temps et 
lieux d’un échange for Mame-Desclée; Jésus a-t-il eu une vraie enfance ?: l’art chrétien en procès for the 
Éditions du Cerf.

FROM THE ART OF THE END OF THE
ROMAN WORLD, TO THE EUROPEAN
ROMANESQUE AND GOTHIC, PASSING
THROUGH BYZANTINE, LOMBARD, 
CAROLINGIAN AND YEAR ONE 
THOUSAND ART: A COMPLETE PICTURE 
OF WHAT CAN BE DEFINED AS THE ART 
OF THE EUROPEAN MIDDLE AGES
 

It is believed that the Middle Ages began from 
the time of Constantine and Theodosius, the last example of Romanity with Ravenna and Con-
stantinople. Then it was the era of the great migrations, of Goths, Lombards and the first reu-
nification of the Carolingian world. The year 1000 follows with Germany and Lombardy in the 
foreground. Then the first truly European koinè dominated by the Romanesque, where the 
fresco regains the importance it had lost compared to miniatures and minor arts. Polycentric 
architecture creates, in this period, a universal language. Finally, the Gothic with its reckless 
architecture in France, Germany and England and the revolution of Giotto’s painting. Europe 
is Romanesque and Gothic and the Gothic will continue where it will not dominate, as in Italy 
and France, Humanism.

LIANA CASTELFRANCHI  She taught History of Medieval Art at the University of Verona and at the 
University of Milan. He has devoted his work mainly to the field of fourteenth and fifteenth century pain-
ting, with particular attention to the phenomena of artistic circulation and to the relationships between 
Italian and French art.
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THE HIDDEN SPLENDOR OF THE MIDDLE AGES
Liana Castelfranchi

THE ROMANESQUE HERITAGE
tHe eUropean stone HoUse

Santino Langé

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 25x31
PAGES 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 132.000

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x31
PAGES 286 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 220.000

THE EMINENT ROLE OF THE MINOR ARTS 
AS A KEY TO KNOWLEDGE AND ACCESS 
TO THE MIDDLE AGES AESTHETIC AND 
ARTISTIC PRINCIPLES. AN EXCEPTIONAL 
AND PRECIOUS WORK, WITH A COMPLEX 
AND REFINED ICONOGRAPHY, THAT RE-
VEALS TO THE READER THE BOUNDLESS 
BEAUTY OF THE MINOR OBJECTS OF MEDIEVAL AESTHETICS 
 

The minor arts occupy a dominant place in the centuries of the early Middle Ages; they provide 
us with a wealth of objects even higher than the other major works of art. The cultured and re-
fined quality of this heritage leads us to wonder whether it really represents in a more complete 
and profound way the artistic culture, the expressive language, the “Kunstwolle” of those cen-
turies: a huge production of gold works, miniatures, ivories, fabrics, ceramics, wooden works 
and miniatures.
In the Middle Ages, the minor arts tended to produce objects intended for real and specific use 
and yet with a large margin of superfluous and luxurious uselessness: created for use and for 
aesthetic enjoyment. A further aspect of the eminent historical role of the minor arts lies in its 
nature as an easily transportable object, thus assuming a decisive role in cultural transmission 
and stylistic exchanges. Thr work retrace the Middle Ages trying to identify which technical 
expression, which minor art was particularly important for each artistic season, thus expressing 
the spirit of the time and its aesthetic choices.

LIANA CASTELFRANCHI (1924) taught History of Medieval Art at the University of Verona and at 
the University of Milan. She mainly dedicated his studies to the field of painting of the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, with particular attention to the phenomena of artistic circulation and to the relation-
ships between Italian and French art. For Jaca Book, she was curator of the “History of European Art” 
collection and author of numerous publications: Italy and Flanders in 15th century painting (1983), 
Angelic and Humanism (1989), Minor arts in the Middle Ages ( 1994), Van Eyck (1998), Ottonian art 
around the year 1000 (2002), The year one thousand. Art in Europe from 950 to 1050 (2018), Medieval 
art in Europe (2019).

SANTINO LANGÉ’S IMPRESSIVE RESEAR-
CH SHOWS THAT THE STORY OF STONE, 
UNDERSTOOD AS A LIVING HISTORY OF 
HUMAN LIVING, IS ONE OF THE FOUNDA-
TIONS OF EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION 
 

Stone is the largest and most mysterious gesture of living and building; the scenario that repre-
sents the process of building the human home in the world. The work of the great architect and 
urban historian Santino Langé wants to capture the relationship that, through the act of building 
the house or the village, man establishes with nature, drawing the measure of living from a pri-
mordial structure.
This phenomenon is found in the European geographical area where the use of stone, as a 
symbolic material, is more evident and widespread. The shape and characteristics of the houses 
are related to the aggregative structures of society: the family, the local community and popular 
social formations. We are therefore able to read, in terms not only geographically, the logic that 
underlies the shape of the villages, their distribution over the territory and the network of con-
nections.
The result is a picture that connects the aspects of living in the vast area of   western Europe, in 
which the symbolic value of the house and the village is ultimately the formal representation of 
a culture and a system of human relationships with nature, based on a symbolic solidarity that 
remains over time to define the European culture.

SANTINO LANGÉ (1936-2018), architect, was full professor of History of Architecture at the Milan 
Polytechnic. From 1972 to 2006 he carried out numerous assignments of official teaching specialization 
courses and doctorates at the University of Genoa, the Polytechnic of Milan, the University of Brescia 
and the State University of Milan. With Jaca Book he published Community of village and architecture 
(1969), Il Sacro Monte (1991), Alpine Baroque (1994), Ville di Delizia in the province of Milan (2004).
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HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21x27
PAGES 208 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 280.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH

THIS BOOK PRESENTS IN AN UNPRECE-
DENTED WAY THE VARIOUS READIN-
GS THAT THE WESTERN AND EASTERN 
ART HAVE GIVEN OVER THE CENTURIES 
TO THE RESURRECTION AS A CENTRAL 
EVENT OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH

Although the Resurrection has not been witnessed by the human eye, it has been evoked and 
celebrated by Christian art from the first centuries to the present day. The book presents a se-
lection of 50 works of different geographical origins, formats and workmanship, the oldest of 
which dates from 400 AD and the most recent a few years ago. Reproduced in large format, they 
are commented on by two recognized international experts in light of their exegetical significan-
ce, for the history of art and for theology.

On all of them a fertile and eloquent tension emerges between the dominant tendency in We-
stern art to represent the Resurrection of Christ as a triumphal exit from burial, quickly followed 
by the ascent to heaven, and the eastern one in which a completely different reading prevails, 
which highlights Christ’s descent into hell and its saving effect for the souls of the departed, the 
Righteous of the Old Covenant, starting with Adam and Eve.

FRANÇOIS BOESPFLUG, theologian, historian of art and religions, is professor emeritus of the Univer-
sity of Strasbourg.

EMANUELA FOGLIADINI, a theologian and historian of Christianity, she is a scholar in the history of 
theology of the Christian East at the Theological Faculty of Milan and Coordinator of the dell’Istituto Supe-
riore di Studi religiosi «Beato Paolo VI».

THE RESURRECTION 
OF CHRIST

François Boespflug, Emanuela Fogliadini

ART IN RELIGIONS
J. Ries, M. Delahoutre, J. Varenne,
J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, O. Clément

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 23x30
PAGES 252 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 450.000

Religious experience and artistic experience 
cross each other since the beginning of the hi-
story of humanity. Different authors analyze 
precisely the link between these two experien-
ces.
Julien Ries traces the prehistory from the ori-
gins of humanity, crossing the Palaeolithic with 
the great rock art and reaching the sedentari-
zation of man and the birth of agriculture and 
Gods. Man is symbolic from the beginning and the symbol leads humanity to art.
Michel Delahoutre analyzes the splendor of the Buddha and how Buddhism, born aniconic, has
then proposed an art that has invaded the Far East, in which the fi gure of the Buddha becomes
central even in its most diverse manifestations.
Jean Varenne describes the paradox of Hinduism, a family religion that did not need art but 
which, by popular demand of festivity, produced monumental art.
Jacqueline Lafontaine-Dosogne analyzes the most impressive and complete artistic expression
of the beginnings of Christianity, accepted by the Roman Empire: the mosaic apses. The Byzan-
tine world will bring this legacy to the highest levels of expression.
Olivier Clément finally brings us to the miracle of icons. A phenomenon in which artistic and 
religious experience are indissoluble: beauty and mystic tension. Clément concludes with a still 
life by Cezanne.

JULIEN RIES At the origins of aesthetic and religious experience

MICHEL DELAHOUTRE Aesthetics and the image of the Buddha

JULES VARENNE Religious and aesthetic experience in Hindu worship

JACQUELINE LAFONTAINE-DOSOGNE Religious sense and aesthetic quality of decoration in the 
early Christian and Byzantine apses

OLIVIER CLÉMENT The beauty and the icon in the tradition of the Orthodox Church
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THE MONASTERIES BUILT EUROPE
Raymond Oursel, Léo Moulin

THE ROLE PLAYED BY THE MONASTIC 
COMMUNITIES IN BUILDING WESTERN 
CULTURE IS THE HEART OF THIS WORK. 
A REFERENCE POINT FOR HISTORIANS 
AND SCHOLARS

In the Italian geographical maps, as in the enti-
re European continent, toponyms still abound 
and refer to ancient names of abbeys, convents, 
priories and hermitages.
Places where so many monastic colonies sprang up and often flourished for centuries.
Carthusians and Cistercians, just to mention two well-known orders, proceeded to continue the 
work of improving agricultural and cultural “land” prepared by the Benedictines and Augusti-
nian monks.
From Italy to France, from Spain to Portugal, from Great Britain to Germany, to far Scandina-
via, the main abbeys have played an irreplaceable role in handing down the ancient knowledge 
through codes and manuscripts, often finely illuminated, while spreading at the same time new 
practices that have helped to build the foundations of our being and feel European today.

THE TEXTS ARE ACCOMPANIED BY DETAILED COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE 
IMAGES, THAT SHOW DETAILS THAT WOULD OTHERWISE BE IMPOSSIBILE TO 
UNDERSTAND 

RAYMOND OURSEL (1921-2008) French historian, was a scholar at the Institute Catholique in Lyon and 
conservator of the historical archives of Haute-Savoie and the Saône-et-Loire Department. With Jaca Book 
he has published several titles, including The Secret of Cluny (last ed. 2001).

LÉO MOULIN (1906-1996) sociologist and writer, he has taught at the Collège d’Europe in Bruges, at the 
Faculté Notre-Dame de la Paix in Namur and at the Catholic University of Louvain. With Jaca Book he also 
published Daily life according to St. Benedict (last ed. 2016).

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 23,5x30,5
PAGES 288 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 265.000

ITALIAN VILLAS AND GARDENS
Alberta Campitelli

The great number of villas and gardens that 
since the Middle Ages have identified the Ita-
lian landscape represents a vast and precious 
heritage of mankind that has been the object of 
specialized, often monographic, studies.
For the first time, this volume takes an overall 
look at the whole of the Italian peninsula, tra-
cing the different thematic paths which allow 
us to link villas and gardens in Sicily with those 
in Liguria and Veneto: the esoteric gardens, conceived as theatre scenography, the sombre for-
tresses, no longer used for defensive purposes and then made more graceful by flowerbeds and 
groves, the royal residences, the water gardens. The evolution and spreading on the territory 
of each theme has been expounded by means of exhaustive essays, on the basis of historical 
references, also of an iconographic character. As a complement to all that, examples of the most 
meaningful and interesting villas and gardens have been documented by means of specific cards, 
with a rich set of photographs which adds to the comprehension of the distinctive features of 
each of them.
This work offers a “transversal” reading of the history of Italian villas and gardens, following the 
fil rouge of major themes, often closely interwoven, and makes it possible to better understand 
the richness and multifaceted reality of this fascinating heritage, made of nature, history, art.

ALBERTA CAMPITELLI, art and garden historian, until 2016 Director of the Villas and Historical Parks 
of the Municipality of Rome. He is professor of Management of Museums and Cultural Heritage at the 
Luiss University and of History and Management of Gardens at the School of Specialization in Naural and 
Environmental Heritage of the La Sapienza University.

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 280 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 450.000
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MALEVICH. THE LAST ICON
Massimo Carboni

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 18,5x23,5
PAGES 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 260.000

The book offers an analysis of the rela-
tionship between Kazimir Malevich - the 
artist who more than any other has faced 
the problem of the vision of the invisible 
- and the aesthetic-philosophical dimen-
sion of the icon.

After having retraced the theological and 
spiritual foundations, the author exami-
nes the work of the founder of Suprema-
tism starting from the famous Black Square - one of the myths and institutive rites of 
modern-contemporary art - and of this real last icon. It also provides a reading that runs 
in parallel with the De visione Dei (1453), an extraordinary writing by the philosopher 
and theologian Nicola Cusano.

In the work of Malevich the artistic and theological-philosophical problem of the icon 
takes on new life. This means that in reality the avant-gardes do not operate a tabula rasa 
(the «password» with which they have always self-presented themselves) of the previous 
artistic-philosophical culture, but that the intertwining between belonging and modifica-
tion also comes to life in those cases in which the radical zeroing and the most innovative 
reworking is more evident.

THE FAMOUS «BLACK SQUARE» OF MALEVICH REPRESENTS THE EMBLEM 
OF A NEW ARTISTIC, THEOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPT OF 
THE ICON, STUDIED FROM ITS FOUNDATION ONWARDS 

MASSIMO CARBONI is a professor of Aesthetics. Author of numerous works, with Jaca Book he has 
published: The Ornamental. Between art and decoration (2001); The eye and the page. Between image and 
word (2002; new edition 2018); Cesare Brandi. Theory and experience of art (2004), Dreyer’s Moscow. The 
work of contingency in the arts (2007, last ed. 2018); The genius is without work. Ancient philosophies and 
contemporary arts (2017).

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

BACKLIST
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PICASSO ON PEACE AND WAR
Pablo Picasso, Carlo Sini

CHAGALL. STAINED GLASS WINDOWS
Nathalie Hazan-Brunet, Sylvie Forestier

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 21,5X29 or 24x32,5
PAGES: 240 colour pages
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: PAULIST PRESS 
FRENCH: CITADELLES&MAZENOD
GERMAN: BELSER VERLAG
RUSSIAN: AZBOOKA-ATTICUS

Marc Chagall, as other famous artists 
of the twentieth century, has worked in 
various genres of the visual arts experi-
menting with different techniques, but 
no one has launched the monumental 
art of stained glass like him. Mets, Saar-
burg, the UN, Mainz, Reims, Pocantico, 

Jerusalem, Nice, Zurich are witnesses of 
a complex work capable of covering do-
zens of square meters with a fineness of 
design, a chromatic harmony and a uni-
que narrative power. 

NATHALIE HAZAN-BRUNET was 
curator of the modern and contempo-
rary art collections of the Musée d’Art et 
d’Histoire du Judaïsme in Paris. 
SYLVIE FORESTIER (1931-2015) Was 
general conservateur of Chagall’s arti-
stic heritage. For over twelve years she 
directed the Musée National Biblique 
“Marc Chagall” in Nice, and next the 
Collections Nationales d’Art Moderne 
of the Provence-Alpes- Côte d’Azur. 

ETERNAL RAVENNA 
from etrUsCans to Venetians
Massimiliano David

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x29 or 25x33,5
PAGES 288 colour pages
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: BREPOLS PUBLISHERS
FRENCH: HAZAN EDITIONS
GERMAN: MICHAEL IMHOF VER-
LAG

A reference book, a historical-artistic 
synthesis that proposes new interpreta-
tions. Ravenna is known worldwide as a 
Byzantine city, but its peculiarity as the 
last great Roman city and its long du-
ration throughout the Middle Ages are 
rarely enhanced. The topography, the 
landscape, the monuments, the sculptu-
res, the immense patrimony of mosaics, 
the evolution of the architectures are 
analyzed according to a historical, archa-
eological and artistic approach. A funda-
mental work accompanied by a stunning 
photographic campaign completely di-
rected by the author
From the Etruscan settlement to the 

Roman city on the water, in a strategic 
position in the Adriatic. Rome is in se-
rious decline, while in the 4th and 5th 
centuries Ravenna becomes a synthesis 
of Romanity with Honorius and Gal-
la Placidia. The same goth Theodoric, 
at the end of the fifth century, wants to 
make it a true heir to Roman times in art 
and culture. The very important Byzanti-
ne parenthesis, testified by San Vitale of 
Theodosius, does not exhaust the cultu-
ral and artistic history of Ravenna, which 
in the Middle Ages was not incorpora-
ted by the Lombards or the Carolingians 
and comes to express itself in a Romane-
sque style entirely from Ravenna. In the 
Renaissance era Ravenna allies with Ve-
nice, but in 1512 it was absorbed by the 
Papal States. Only then the exceptional 
continuity of Ravenna’s art stop.

MASSIMILIANO DAVID is Professor 
of Archaeology of the Late Antiquity 
and of the Late-antique City in the Ar-
chaeology Department at the University 
of Bologna.

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x30
PAGES 280 colour pages
SIGNS ca 270.000 
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: PAULIST PRESS
POLISH: JEDNOSC WYDAWNICTWO

The volume presents Francesco’s fi gure,
the birth of the Order of Friars Minor 
and the artistic explosion around it.
Francesco’s life has been a revolution 
that in a few years has created a move-
ment widespread throughout Europe. A 

movement of the church has never pro-
duced so much art at once. In this period 
takes place the meeting between France-
sco’s revolution and the greatest painter 
of the thirteenth century, Giotto, who re-
produced in images Francesco’s history 
and religious anthropology. 

SERENA ROMANO Professor of Me-
dieval art at the University of Lausanne.  
In 2015 she has been the curator of the 
exhibitions “Arte lombarda dai Visconti 
agli Sforza” and “Giotto, l’Italia” both 
held in Milan, Palazzo Reale.

ST. FRANCIS AND GIOTTO’S REVOLUTION
Engelbert Grau, Raoul Manselli, Serena Romano

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21x27
PAGES 160 colour pages 
SIGNS ca. 100.000

Drawing the war, explaining peace: the 
anatomy of a masterpiece, Guernica, the 
journey of a painting that has changed 
the history of art, the paths of an artist 
and a philosopher and their commitment
for peace. Peace is the highest form of 
understanding, reminds us the philo-
sopher Carlo Sini in his contribution. 
Peace is not a nostalgia for an unattai-

nable age, but a daily occasion, an exer-
cise of doing, a method.
It is not something beyond, but it is a 
practice and a journey that proceeds in 
the midst of violence and catastrophes.
Peace is the understanding of tragedy, a 
driving force: we must be able to look 
for peace facing a tragedy, because those 
who can not be at peace, have no peace 
to give.

CARLO SINI For thirty years he has 
taught theoretical Philosophy at the Uni-
versity of Milan. He is an academician of 
the Lincei.

THE MOSAICS OF RAVENNA 
Jutta Dresken-Weiland

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 320 colour pages
SIGNS 429.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
GERMAN: VERLAG SCHNELL&-
STEINER
ENGLISH: THE FOLIO SOCIETY

Jutta Weiland unveils the meaning of 
the great mosaic cycles of Ravenna’s 
monuments, their specific functions and 
their liturgical contexts. 
There is no other city as clearly moulded
by the Early Christian era as the city of 
Ravenna. Its Early Christian mosaics, 
which were realized between the fifth 
and seventh century, are among the most 
important art monuments in the world 
and designated as World Heritage by 
UNESCO. Although there are nume-
rous studies on Early Christian Ravenna,

the iconography of the mosaics and their 
context in Early Christian art have not 
been studied extensively yet.
This volume enquires into the meaning 
of the images as such but also into their 
special function in the buildings and in 
their liturgical contexts. It examines the 
interpretations given to the images by 
the people who made, saw and contem-
plated them in Late Antiquity.
The aim of this volume is to give fresh 
and deeper insight into one of the most 
fascinating complexes of the Early Chri-
stian world.

JUTTA DRESKEN-WEILAND Since 
2004 research work at the Universität 
Regensburg. Member of the editorial 
board of “Aniquité tardive” and of the 
“Römische Quartalschrift”. Mono-
graphs and articles on Early Christian 
Art, iconography and epigraphy.
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THE BAGHDAD CALIPHATE tHe abbasid CiVilization
Francesco Gabrieli

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 23x30
PAGES 288 colour pages
SIGNS ca 550.000 

What happens in Baghdad and in the nei-
ghboring regions between the eighth and 
the tenth century is, on the cultural, legal, 
scientific, literary and artistic level, one of 
the apogees of the Arab and medieval civi-
lization in general.

The Arabs in fact promote all the arts 
and sciences, architecture reaches unpa-

ralleled levels and so the miniature. But 
what matters most is the widening of the 
cultural horizon: in Baghdad important 
scholars, scientists and artists of various 
cultures and religions rush and perform 
functions. It is the pluralist and universa-
list declination of Islam itself.

FRANCESCO GABRIELI (1904-1996) 
Orientalist, he was one of the leading Ita-
lian experts on Arab culture. He taught 
Arabic language and literature at the Uni-
versity of Rome and was president of the 
Accademia dei Lincei from 1985 to 1988. 

FROM BYZANTIUM TO ISTAMBUL
Edited by Tania Velmans

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 24x32,5
PAGES: 320 colour pages (32 b/w)
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: IMPRIMERIE NATIONALE

Istanbul, a city unique not only within 
the Mediterranean Region, but also 
globally, is the Metropolis of three em-
pires, the three cultures, three religions 
and immortal art. International authors 
and young scholars have come together 
to impart their knowledge of the artistic 
expression and the urban evolution of 
this magical city. This unparalleled and 
unprecedented work that illuminates 

particular facets of the great manifesta-
tions of the Bosporus metropolis.

TANIA VELMANS Was a pupil of André 
Grabar, is a leading scholar of Byzantine 
wall paintings. She is Director of Research 
at the CNRS of Paris and in charge of the 
seminar program at the Institut National 
des Langues et Civilisations Orientales 
(INALCO), correspondent of the Euro-
pean Academy of Sciences and Arts and 
author of many works on the art and the 
culture of the Byzantine world.

IRAN ISLAMIC ART
Giovanni Curatola

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca 270.000 

Iran is a frontier country. It’s a transit area, 
a hinge between East and West, and a pri-
vileged cradle of an autonomous artistic 
elaboration. Persian culture is among the 
greatest in ancient times which have kept 
alive throughout the centuries political, 
urban and artistic traditions, adapting and 
modifying them in accordance with needs, 
but always with totally original results. 

Giovanni Curatola traces the contours of 
this civilization, presenting Persian archi-
tecture (including the analysis of its orna-
mental aspects), and the so-called decora-
tive arts, like miniature, ceramics, carpets. 
The influence of typically Islamic artistic 
elements (fundamentally of Iran’s Islam) 
spread with various nuances through the 
Caucasus, Central Asia, India and, ob-
viously, Europe.

GIOVANNI CURATOLA Since 1998 he 
teaches Islamic art history at the School of 
Specialization in Art History at the Univer-
sità Cattolica del Sacro Cuore in Milan.

ART OF THE CHRISTIAN MIDDLE EAST
Tania Velmans

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 24x32,5
PAGES: 240 colour pages
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: PICARD

A work on art with an enormous political 
meaning. A world which is dissapearing.
This volume is a comprehensive analysis, 
froma hi storical, social, theological, ar-
chaeological point of view, of the various 
expressions of art produced from the IVth 
to the XVth century in the vast territory of 
the Christian Orient.
The current conflicts between colonial 
interests and fundamentalism are threate-

ning a thousand-year-old human and cul-
tural presence which has left an irrefutable 
testimony in the arts.

TANIA VELMANS was a pupil ofAndré 
grabar, is a leading scholar of Byzantine 
wall paintings. She is Director of Resear-
ch at the CNRS of Paris and in charge of 
the seminar program at the Institut natio-
nal des langues et Civilisations Orientales 
(INALCO), correspondant of the Europe-
an Academy of Sciences and Arts and the 
author of many works on the art and the 
culture of the Byzantine world.

CHRISTIAN ARABIA 
Michele Piccirillo

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 27x31
PAGES 272 colour pages
SIGNS ca 580.000 
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: MENGÈS

An exciting journey on the tracks of the 
first Christians on the Holy Land, accom-
panied by a great archaeologist. 
The Byzantine emperors encouraged 
evangelization and Arabia knew a Chri-
stianity that left many architectural and 
artistic testimonies: this book collects and

illustrates them, analyzing history, art and 
culture of the Christian populations of 
Arabia, which also lasted during the first 
two centuries of Islam.

MICHELE PICCIRILLO (1944-2008) 
A distinguished Franciscan archaeologist, 
he has been an internationally renowned 
scholar, a leading fi gure in fundamental di-
scoveries and recovery of numerous archae-
ological sites in the Middle East. Author of 
a vast bibliography, he has held important 
positions in prestigious institutions such as 
the Pontifi cal Commission for the Cultural 
Heritage of the Church.

BYZANTINE ARCHITECTURE 
Mauro Della Valle

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 224 colour pages 
SIGNS ca. 430.000 

In the sixth century, under the emperor 
Justinian, occurred the birth of an extra-
ordinary and innovative architecture that 
now we call “Byzantine architecture” and 
that lasted for centuries: from Byzantium 
to Constantinople, from the greek and 
cretan Mediterranean to the Balkan re-
gion, true heir of Byzantium art.
This journey through time and space, writ-

ten by serbian authors V. Kora0 and M. 
Šuput and introduced by Mauro della Val-
le, is a synthesis of the architecture born 
with Justinian, developed in the Slavic 
world and infl uencing the Ottoman world. 
An architecture full of amazing colors and 
patterns but faithful to its original structu-
re: a cultural and artistic commonwealth.

MAURO DELLA VALLE Professor at the 
Department of Cultural and Environmen-
tal Heritage of the University of Milan, he 
graduated in Arts at the University “La Sa-
pienza” in Rome and specialized in History 
of Art.
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CHINESE ART a CUltUral History
Christine Kontler

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32,5
PAGES 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca 530.000 

A comprehensive history of Chinese cul-
ture and arts, from the period of the early 
dynasties to the beginning of the XX Cen-
tury.
Christine Kontler takes the reader from 
the Neolithic cultures of the Early Dyna-
sties to the great art and culture periods 
of the Han, Tang, Song, Ming and Qing 
dynasties up to the XX century and the 

break with tradition. 
Based on the study of the texts transmit-
ted by tradition and on the most recent 
archaeological discoveries this volume is 
both about China’s history of art and hi-
story of culture. And as such, it is unique 
of its kind.

CHRISTINE KONTLER Sinologist with 
a degree in religious studies, is member 
of the Centre de Recherche sur l’Extrême 
Orient at Paris. Sorbonne, Professor at the 
Université François Rabelais in Tours and 
at the Institut Catholique in Paris. 

THE BUDDHIST ART
Gilles Béguin

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x31
PAGES 400 colour pages 
with ca. 700 illustrations
SIGNS ca 750.000 
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: RIVER BOOKS
FRENCH: CNRS ÉDITIONS

Among the missionary religions Buddhi-
sm is the most ancient one. It is the only 
unity factor of the whole Asian continent 
and it has inspired an art of deep spiri-
tuality, become a fundamental part of the 

world heritage. The chosen editorial form, 
while keeping the allure of a great artbo-
ok, is that of an historical atlas: that me-
ans that together with the photography of 
monuments, also plans, reconstructions, 
pictures and an unpu-blished cartography 
has been inserted, among in the widest 
iconography summoned up so far for sin-
gle work on Buddhist art.

GILLES BÉGUIN Honorary General Cu-
rator of Heritage, was responsible for the 
collections of Nepal and Lamaic Buddhism 
at the National Museum of Asian Arts - 
Guimet from 1971 to 1994. 

MODERN ART
Edited by Ronald Lightbown and Pierre Vaisse

Technical features
SOFTCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 23x30
PAGES: 252 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 450.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
SPANISH: LUNWERG EDITORES

The division by periods and by styles is 
peculiar to European and Western art. 
The rhythm of the centuries quite corre-
sponds to changes in the artistic period, 
even if, since the nineteenth century, sty-
les and “isms” multiply in an exponen-
tial acceleration that leads to contempo-
raneity. 
An unrepeatable panel of authors: the major 

art historians of various countries have been 
invited to write on single historical periods, 
heart of their respective studies.

RONALD LIGTHBOWN
on the15th century
PHILIP COTTRELL on the 16th century
THOMAS DA COSTA
KAUFMANN on the 17th century
PASCAL TORRES on the 18th century
JÖRG GARMS on the architecture of 18th 
century
RAMÓN GUTIÉRREZ &
RODRIGO GUTIÉRREZ
VIÑUALES on the colonial art of Latin 
America
PIERRE VAISSE on the 19th century
ENRICO CRISPOLTI on the 20th century

ISLAMIC ART GREAT SEASON
by Giovanni Curatola

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 21,5x27
PAGES: 252 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 450.000

Throughout the long Middle Age period, 
in the Mediterranean area Islamic art ra-
dically involved Arabic, Persian, Turkish 
and European cultures. Even though it’s 
not possible to rejoin them in an unitarian 
history, this book focuses on the different 
periods in which the Muslim world has 
brought to light some of the most impres-
sive cultural and artistic masterpieces.
This book gathers studies of the most im-
portant experts in Islamic art, supported 

by a complete, powerful iconografic set-
ting.

GIOVANNI CURATOLA From 1989 to 
2001 he was associate professor of Islamic 
History at the Faculty of Arts, University 
of Udine, where he is currently Professor of 
Archeology and History of the Muslim Art. 
He also taught university courses of Art Hi-
story of Non-European areas. Since 1998 he 
teaches Islamic art history at the School of 
Specialization in Art History at the Univer-
sità Cattolica del Sacro Cuore in Milan.

RUSSIAN ART
Gerol’d Ivanovi/ Vzdornov, Georgij Karlovi/ Vagner

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 24,5x32,5
PAGES: 488 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 1.500.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: IMPRIMERIE NATIONALE
GERMAN: WELTBILD
RUSSIAN: ISKUSSTVO XXI

Two of the world’s leading experts realize 
a unique work on russian history and cul-
ture.  The book traces the great turns and 
the timing of the various eras of the main 
expressions of Russian art, from the forma-

tion and the fl owering of Rus’ of Kiev (in 
X sec.) to the controversial period of the 
Tatar domination. A precise survey of the 
context and the peculiarities in which the 
russian artistic sensibility has arisen and fl 
ourished, fascinating the great contempo-
rary artists and the Western public.

GEROL’D IVANOVI\VZDORNOV (1936) 
Expert in history of art and ancient Rus-
sian culture. 
GEORGIJ KARLOVI\VAGNER (1908-
1995) Ethnologist, art historian of inter-
national fame, expert of Russian medieval 
architecture.

THE JOURNEY OF INDIAN ART
Michel Delahoutre

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x30
PAGES 240 colour pages of which 112 
in 4 colours, 128 text with b/w illustrations
SIGNS 300.000 
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: CITADELLES & MAZENOD

Indian art has focused on the human form,
transfiguring it so that it can express the 
greatness and depth of the realized beings:
gods, the great spiritual masters, Buddha 
and Jina. The uniqueness of Indian art is 

gradually discovered with its works and 
also through a reflection on the divine, the 
sacred, the spiritual, the eternal and the 
ephemeral. After having researched and 
meditated for a long time, the author sug-
gests, in this volume, ways to access to the 
spirituality and aesthetics of Indian art.

MICHEL DELAHOUTRE He taught 
Hinduism and Indian art at the Institute of 
Science and Theology of Religions (Institut 
Catholique de Paris) for twenty years.
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THE BUDDHIST ART
Gilles Béguin

THE JOURNEY OF INDIAN ART
Michel Delahoutre

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 23x30
PAGES 240 colour pages of which 112 in 4 
colours, 128 text with b/w illustrations
PAPER matt art paper gms. 150 sqm
JACKET 4 colours on monoenamel paper,
laminated
BINDING thread-sewn, board covered with 
Imitlin, square spine, headbands one-colour 
lettering on the spine, white endpapers
SIGNS 300.000

LICENSED IN
FRENCH: CITADELLES & MAZENOD

MICHEL DELAHOUTRE
Was born in 1923 in northern France. At the end of his Greco-Latin studies he discovered with admiration 
that classical Indian art uses a visual language both sophisticated and simple to express the mystical and the 
spiritual. So he decided to devote his life to the study of this language. After studying theology, indology 
and art history, he undertook, during a trip to India, to fi nd the aesthetic sources of this art according to the 
ancient tradition of Samudra. He taught Hinduism and Indian art at the Institute of Science and Theology 
of Religions (Institut Catholique de Paris) for twenty years.

The spirit of Indian art

To get into the spirit of Indian art, the Euro-
pean reader, whose aesthetic training is pri-
marily rooted in the Greco-Roman tradition, 
must fi rst learn a language. This language 
does not consist of words, but of forms, ru-
les, aesthetic choices and mysterious con-
nections with nature and the cosmos.
Indian art has focused on the human form, 
transfi guring it so that it can express the 
greatness and depth of the realized beings: 
gods, the great spiritual masters, Buddha 
and Jina.
The uniqueness of Indian art is gradually di-
scovered with its works and also through a 
refl ection on the divine, the sacred, the spi-
ritual, the eternal and the ephemeral.
After having researched and meditated for 
a long time, the author suggests, in this vo-
lume, ways to access to the spirituality and 
aesthetics of Indian art.

Table of contents

• INTRODUCTION
• I. INDIAN ART IN ITS HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
• II. THE SPIRIT OF CLASSICAL ART

Sculptures
Mural paintings 
Davidian bronzes

• III . MINIATURE
• IV . THE ART OF INDIA AND SOME OTHER PLACES: 
CORRESPONDANCES AND DIFFERENCES 
• DOCUMENTS:

I. The vision of Krishna – Vasudeva in his terrible form 
and in its benign form , in the Bhagavad Gita, singing XI
II. Rama in the Ramayana
III. Sita in the Ramayana
IV. The reason OF Buddhist images explained in a Chi-
nese inscription
V. Anatomy, Proportion , Beauty and Spirituality
VI. Ritual performance of a religious painting
VII. The features of feminine beauty according to Brantome
VIII. Relative value of the physical characteristics of beau-
ty according to a text by Mahayana.
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THE SAINTS AND THEIR SYMBOLS
Fernando and Gioia Lanzi

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x27
PAGES 264 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 1.365.621
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: ABBEVILLE PRESS

This Work fulfils the demand coming 
from the exigency to recognize the saints 
through emblems which the iconographic 
tradition of art and popular culture has 
connected to that person. It is a work of 
popular religious culture and religious an-
thropology, which can be really useful and 

valuable also to scholars in history of art 
for its simple and direct approach to the 
saints’ biography and to the iconographi-
cal pertinences which tradition has made 
up in the time around each of them.

GIOIA LANZI, professor of Sacred Art at 
the Philosophical Dominican Studium in 
Bologna, associated to the Papal University 
of St. Thomas Aquinas in Rome and FER-
NANDO LANZI, member of the Commis-
sion on Sacred Art and of the Institute for 
the History of the Church of the Diocese of 
Bologna.

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF LITURGY
Keith F. Pecklers

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x31
PAGES 260 colour pages
SIGNS 325.000 + 80.000 annexes 
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: PAULIST PRESS
FRENCH: DESCLÉE DE BROUWER 
ÉDITIONS
SPANISH: SAN PABLO 

The Historical Atlas of Liturgy is a true ge-
ography of Christianity.
This book presents an anthropological hi-
story of the Church, which calls into que-

stion architecture, art, literature, history 
of culture, as well as the analysis of pasto-
ral and ecclesiastical policies considered 
in its connections with civil power and the 
organization of society.

KEITH F. PECKLERS Author of nume-
rous articles and books, he is professor of 
Liturgy at the Pontifical Gregorian Uni-
versity and professor of Liturgical History 
at the Pontifical Liturgical Institute of 
Sant’Anselmo in Rome. 

SYMBOLS IN HISTORY OF MAN
Natale Spineto

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 24x30
PAGES: 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 400.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: ÉDITIONS DU ROUERGUE
GERMAN: PATMOS VERLAG
SPANISH: LUNWERG EDITORES
GREEK: KYVELI
HUNGARIAN: OFFICINA 96

This magnificent book, very detailed from 
the iconographic point of view, makes us 
travel in time (from prehistoric man to the 
modern age) and in all the different civi-
lizations (the ancient European West, the 

Middle East, the Far East, the Americas, 
Oceania) to understand which signs and 
profound meanings have guided man on 
the path of his evolution.

NATALE SPINETO Since 2005, associa-
te professor of History of Religions at the 
Faculty of Letters and Philosophy of the 
University of Turin. Member of the edito-
rial board of the scientifi c journal «Histo-
riography» and «Historia religionum»

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF THE BIBLE
Enrico Galbiati, Filippo Serafi ni

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 24x32
PAGES: 280 colour pages
SIGNS 325.000 + 80.000 annexes
RIGHTS SOLD IN
CZECH: VYSEHRAD
SPANISH: SAN PABLO
POLISH: JEDNOV1 WYDAWNI-
CTWO
KOREAN: BENEDICT

The most complete journey to the Bible, 
from the legendary story of the Genesis to 
the Acts of the Apostles.
The work follows the biblical text, di-
splays it with archaeological images, land-

scapes, monuments and an endearing car-
tography.
The most appreciated atlas of the Bible 
is the result of the research of the famous 
biblicist Enrico Galbiati, transformed into 
a historical atlas for the general public, in 
an edition directed by Cardinal Gianfran-
co Ravasi.

ENRICO GALBIATI Internationally re-
cognized scholar, expert on Hebrew and 
Middle East languages, he was prefect of 
the Ambrosian Library.

THE ORIGINS OF RELIGIONS
by Julien Ries, with contributions by Fiorenzo Fiacchini

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 21,5x27
PAGES 264 colour pages 
SIGNS ca. 334.000 + apparata/annexes
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: ÉDITIONS DU CERF
SPANISH: EDITORIAL LIBSA
SLOVENIAN: CELJSKA MOHORJE-
VA DRZUBA

From the concept of homo religious by 
Mircea Eliade, Julien Ries elaborated a 
new disciplinary field: religious anthro-
pology. The anthropological view allows 

to study the origin of religions, and what 
man created and lived on the religious le-
vel before their birth. This volume applies
the same method to observe the emerging 
of great religions.
A very topical work, with an astounding 
iconographical documentation.

JULIEN RIES Born in 1920, is emeritus 
professor and founder of the Centre d’Hi-
stoire des religions at the Catholic Universi-
ty of Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, where he 
has been teaching History of Religions for 
twenty years. 

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF MONASTICISM
EASTERN AND WESTERN
Edited by Juan María Laboa

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x32
PAGES 272 colour pages 
SIGNS 325.000 + 80.000 annexes
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: LITURGICAL PRESS
FRENCH: BUCHET/CHASTEL
SPANISH: SAN PABLO
GERMAN: SCHNELL&STEINER VERLAG
JAPANESE: TOYO SHORIN
GREEK: KARAKOTSOGLOU 

Starting from pre-Christian and biblical 
monasticism, the volume analyzes the pe-
riod of gestation and the monasticism of 
the desert, to then follow in parallel the 
Eastern and Western currents, studying 
their mutual contributions. It reaches our 
own times, understanding the contribu-
tions of monasticism to ecumenism and 
to the dialogue between religions. Liturgy, 
life values, cultural enviroment, memory 
and comtemplation: from the Monk/Wor-
ld relation, the fundamental lesson of inte-
grated beauty for a better humanity.
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THE FIRST CHRISTIAN IMAGES
Mahmoud Zibawi

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 23x30
PAGES 240 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 300.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: 
DESCLÉE DE BROUWER ÉDITIONS
GERMAN: 
MICHAEL IMHOF VERLAG
SPANISH: LUNWERG EDITORES

The Early Christian art is here re-exami-
ned thanks to the new researches carried 
out in anthropology of the sacred, history 

of art, iconography and history of archi-
tecture.
The analysis starts from the Middle East, 
Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and reaches as far 
as Cappadocia and Armenia. A world that 
has not to be confused with Byzantium, a 
world that allows a look at the very plural 
early Christian: oriental Christian art, By-
zantine art, but also Roman and Italian art.

MAHMOUD ZIBAWI He was born in 
Lebanon in 1962. A talented painter, he 
collaborates on the cultural pages of the 
main Lebanese newspapers with articles on 
painting and poetry.

AN INDUSTRIAL CITY
Tony Garnier

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24x31
PAGES 400 colour pages
SIGNS 325.000 + 80.000 annexes 
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: RIZZOLI PUBLICATIONS

The classical model of industrial city deve-
loped by a refernce fi gure of Modern Ur-
banism. A complete reproduction of black 
and white tables of the 1932.
Among the protagonists of the twentieth 
century architectural scene, with «Indu-
strial City», presented here in its entirety, 

Tony Garnier presents a complete project 
of the city, conceived both as a whole and 
in the individual constituent parts (fac-
tories, schools, stations, public buildings 
and housing), designed in the materials 
used for the construction.

TONI GARNIER He was an architect and 
urban planner. After studying in Paris, in 
1889 he settled in Rome following his vic-
tory of the Prix de Rome and lived there un-
til 1904. Back in Lyon, he made numerous 
projects in his hometown supported by the 
radical mayor Édouard Herriot. This is his 
main work, published in 1917 in France.

THE WORLD OF PILGRIMAGES
Edited by Paolo Caucci von Saucken

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 24x30
PAGES: 384 colour pages
SIGNS 300.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: DESCLÉE DE BROUWER 
ÉDITIONS
GERMAN: BELSER VERLAG
SPANISH: LUNWERG EDITORES

The book reveals the nature of the pilgri-
mage, in the specifi city and differences 
that characterize it, in diachronic variants, 
in the changes of spirituality, in devotional 
strategies, and it does so by ordering the 
complex matter through subdivision into 

peregrinatio, peregrini and santa loca. The 
pilgrimage is placed in the great horizon of 
religious anthropology, fulfi lling the fun-
ction of sacralizing spaces and territories.

PAOLO CAUCCI VON SAUCKEN Hi-
storian and essayist specialized in the study 
of Christian pilgrimage routes in the Midd-
le Ages. For many people he was considered 
the greatest living expert on the Camino de 
Santiago de Compostela. Born in Ascoli 
Piceno and studying in Florence, he is cur-
rently an ordinary professor of Spanish lite-
rature at the University of Perugia. 

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF MUSIC 
IN THE MIDDLE AGES
Edited by Vera Minazzi, introduction by Franco Alberto Gallo

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT: cms. 24x31
PAGES: 280 colour pages
SIGNS ca. 480.000 + apparata/annexes
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: CNRS ÉDITIONS
GERMAN: VERLAG HERDER
RUSSIAN: ART VOLKHONKA

The ambitious goal of this work is to set 
the Middle Ages music within its histo-
rical and cultural context and to provide 
readers interested in different disciplines 
− though not musicologists − with an ove-
rall picture of music in the Middle Ages; 

multi-faceted, plain, enjoyable, yet scienti-
fically rigorous. To achieve this goal, many 
among the most prominent scholars of 
medieval musicology, at an international 
level, were involved, along with archaeo-
logists, experts of acoustics and of archi-
tecture, historians and philosophers of 
medieval thought.

FRANCO ALBERTO GALLO An in-
ternationally renowned musicologist and 
eminent scholar of medieval music, he was 
director of the Department of Musicology at 
the University of Bologna.

ICONS MEANING AND HISTORY
Mahmoud Zibawi

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 23x30
PAGES 272 colour pages 
SIGNS 300.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
ENGLISH: LITURGICAL PRESS
GERMAN: PATMOS VERLAG
SPANISH: LIBSA EDITORIAL
FRENCH: DESCLÉE DE BROUWER 
ÉDITIONS
DUTCH: IKOB

In this volume, the Lebanese artist Mah-

moud Zibawi illustrates the meaning of 
the icon starting from the theological 
principles and the dogmatic foundations 
that allowed its genesis, in an area of the 
ancient world that fuses Indo-European 
genius, Greek-Latin humanism and In-
do-Iranian imaginary.

MAHMOUD ZIBAWI Born in Lebanon 
in 1962. A talented painter, he collaborates 
on the cultural pages of the main Lebanese 
newspapers with articles on painting and 
poetry.

GAUDÍ  LANDSCAPE AS HOME
Edited by Maria Antonietta Crippa

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 24,5x32,5
PAGES 256 colour pages 
SIGNS 300.000
RIGHTS SOLD IN
FRENCH: ÉDITIONS DU SEUIL
ENGLISH: RIZZOLI PUBLICATIONS
SPANISH: LUNWERG EDITORES
GERMAN: HATJE CANTZ VERLAG

Spaces, shapes and ornaments translate 
into places of life a synthesis of culture 
and architecture among the most innova-
tive ever recorded in memory of man.

In this volume, richly illustrated by Marc 
Llimargas’ photographic campaign, the 
authors explore the concept of habitat ela-
borated by Gaudí in his projects for city 
residences, country estates but also parks, 
gardens and garden-cities, where even to-
day we can admire his prophetic legacy. 

MARIA ANTONIETTA CRIPPA Archi-
tect, professor of the Milan Polytechnic, 
where she taught History of Architecture 
and Restoration.
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NON-FICTION

BOOKS

THEY PERCEIVED THE SKY. THE BIRTH OF CULTURE
Carlo Sini, Telmo Pievani

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 84 

«They looked up and perceived the sky»: the-
se are the words that Giambattista Vico used 
to describe the birth, in the ancestral inha-
bitants of the great forest, of a human con-
science educated by language, by a sense of 
modesty, by obedience to the laws. How do 
paleoanthropology and evolutionary scien-
ce tell us today about the birth of the cultu-
ral man? Telmo Pievani and Carlo Sini, in 
an intense dialogue and an open discussion, 
retrace the theses and hypotheses of a rich 
and complex horizon. They do not hide the 

problems and agree with the need for a revi-
sion of some aspects of the philosophical and 
scientific common sense, in order to make the 
essential theme of the birth of the human spi-
rit an object of open and concrete research; a 
research that, in the spirit of Luigi Luca Ca-
valli-Sforza’s work, does not boil down to only 
specialist interpretations and to mutual gaps 
or misunderstanding.
CARLO SINI, has taught Theoretical Philo-
sophy for thirty years at the University of Mi-
lan. He is an Academician of the Lincei and a 
member of other Italian academies and cultu-
ral institutions. 
TELMO PIEVANI, is full professor at the 
Department of Biology of the University of 
Padua, where he holds the first Italian chair of 
Philosophy of Biological Sciences. 

TREES DO NOT RESPOND Urban space and the destiny of living

Carlo Sini, Gabriele Pasqui

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 160

In a context of radical pluralism and in the ab-
sence of a shared vision is it still possible to live 
together? A dialogue between philosophy and 
urban planning on the future of the plural city

The city has always been the place of coexi-
stence and differences. Today the world popu-
lation is increasingly urban. How can we think 
of the present and future of the plural city of 

the contemporary era? The philosopher Carlo 
Sini and Gabriele Pasqui, director of the De-
partment of Architecture and Urban Studies 
of the Polytechnic of Milan, talk about the 
paradoxes of the relationship between city 
and countryside, culture and nature. The pro-
blems and contradictions of an unachievable 
democracy explode in the degenerate places 
of the urban suburbs. 
GABRIELE PASQUI,graduated in Economic 
and Social Disciplines and in Theoretical Phi-
losophy and he has a PhD in Public Policies 
of the territory. He directs the Department of 
Architecture and Urban Studies of the Milan 
Polytechnic.

THE MIRROR OF DYONISUS When a body can be called hUman?
Carlo Sini, Carlo Alberto Redi

Technical features
HARDCOVER
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 114

The mirror of Dionysus is the meeting place 
between a biologist (Redi) and a philosopher 
(Sini), who debate and question, from different 
yet integrated perspectives in the common ef-
fort of seeking the truth, on the most tangible 

theme of life: corporeality. A common appro-
ach to the demands of life, refusing to end in 
mere observations on the existing (that is so-
mething that is), courageously accepting in-
stead the challenge of questioning its meaning 
(that is why something is).
CARLO SINI For thirty years he has taught 
theoretical Philosophy at the University of 
Milan. Academician of the Lincei, for more 
than a decade he collaborated with the cultural 
pages of the “Corriere della Sera”.

in dialogue
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Mircea Eliade
(a cura di)  

Dizionario 
delle concezioni 

religiose

Mircea Eliade
(a cura di)

Dizionario
dell’esperienza

DICTIONARY OF SACRED IMAGES
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 198

The images are living rituals of re-actualization 
and initiation into the sacred time of Paradise 
that we have lost: with the symbol and the myth, 
the image belongs to the everlasting substan-
ce of the spiritual life. The lemmas range from 
prehistory to ancient Mediterranean, Asian, 
pre-Columbian civilizations, extending to the 
great cultures and religions (Taoism, Shintoism, 
Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Christia-
nity and Islam).

DICTIONARY OF GODS mediterranean, eUrasia, far east
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 403

The gods are not present in all religions. They 
begin to be present only when the man, after 
being a nomadic hunter, settles. It starts about 
twelve thousand years ago, in the Middle East 
and then in Asia, in Oceania, the Americas and 
Europe.Gods, heroes and ancestors are the cen-
ter of myths, charming stories that reveal the 
deep meanings of every culture.

DICTIONARY OF MYTH
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 512

The Dictionary of Myths leads to the founding 
heart of every civilization. Basically the myth is a 
story that tends to unfold the origins of a people 
and a culture. But is the myth real? Moreover, 
the myth establishes the reality of a people. Wi-
thout the myth one culture is dangerously im-
poverished: “poor are those who lack songs”…  
The myth sometimes anticipate the same reli-
gions, sometimes founds them or accompanies 
them, sometimes a new myth creates a cultural 
revolution and produces an epochal change.

DICTIONARY OF RELIGIOUS CONCEPTIONS
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 800

A focus on the beliefs and the religious concep-
tions along the history of man. The religious cre-
ativity of man has developed complex beliefs, 
reference systems for the life of entire popula-
tions that from time to time have suffered crisis 
and have been reformed.

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 432
RIGHT SOLD IN
PORTUGUESE: VOZES EDITORA (BRASIL)
SPANISH AND CATALAN: FRAGMENTA 
EDITORIAL

The symbol is one of the inescapable constants 
of the sacred. This dictionary of symbols makes 
use of the great work of Eliade and every item 
has the contribution of leading international 
experts. The man has been a creator of symbols 
since prehistoric times, which are a bridge with 
respect to his own origins, the cosmos and his 
destiny.

DICTIONARY OF GODS africa, americas and oceania
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 304

Africa, the Americas and Oceania are different 
places of extraordinary conservation of the deep 
religious cultures of humanity. They maintain 
cultural and religious roots, myths, rituals and 
divinities that accompany men in their life stages 
and emerge irresistibly in literature and the arts.

DICTIONARY OF RYTES
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 544
RIGHT SOLD IN
CROATIAN: KRSCANSKA SADASNJOST

All religious experiences arise from the attempt 
of man to insert himself in the real and in the 
sacred, by means of fundamental physiological 
acts, which he transformes into ceremonies and 
rites. The rite coincides, due to the repetition, 
with its archetype. By transforming all the phy-
siological acts into ceremonies, the archaic man 
strives to “pass over”, to project himself beyond 
time, into eternity. Through the symbols the 
world is revealed and through the myth and the 
rite the world “speaks” to men.

DICTIONARY OF EXPERIENCE 
individUal and collective religioUs life
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMATcms. 18x24,5
PAGES 708

The religious experience is the experience of 
a tension, a bond that links man with mistery, 
sacred and divine. It is a personal experience, 
therefore it is mystical, and it is collective too, 
therefore it is public.
It is part of the experience the cure of man, his 
spirit and his body.

Mircea eliade Mircea eliade
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DICTIONARY OF BUDDHISM
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 864

After an initial expansion in India, Buddhism 
was received in Tibet and along the Silk Road 
reached China and Japan, led primarily by mis-
sionary monks. From Sri Lanka has expanded 
throughout the Far East and South Asia. The 
dictionary includes doctrinal, historical, geo-
graphical and anthropological voices and analy-
zes the unfolding of different ways and schools 
that have characterized the evolution of an an-
cient wisdom that is now lived as a religion.

DICTIONARY OF RELIGIONS OF AFRICA
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 336

The African continent, with all its problems, its 
contradictions and, at times surprising positivity, is 
a treasure trove of history and spiritual culture to be 
discovered. Traditional cults have often managed to 
coexist with the great monotheistic religions. Their 
knowledge helps us to interpret the great phenome-
na of humanity’s present and future.

DICTIONARY OF ISLAM
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
Two volumes
1. Pages 464
2. Pages 464

Through a complete picture of the doctrines 
and rituals of Islam, in which religious and my-
stic elements are highlighted, Eliade identifies 
the sacred and intertextual dimension of Islam. 
The author draws parallels with prophets and 
messengers from other faith traditions, who 
experienced an ascension into heaven and recei-
ved a text of divine revelation

DICTIONARY OF RELIGIONS OF EURASIA
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 348

The volume embraces the religious themes that 
developed in ancient Europe, that reality that 
from the most remote phases of prehistory rea-
ches up to Christianization. Through the study 
of traditions, practices and myths of Europe 
and Asia, Eliade was able to become aware of 
the basic unity of the entire continent, “captu-
ring the profound unity that exists between the 
indigenous culture of India, Balkan culture and 
farmer culture of Western Europe”.

DICTIONARY OF INDUISM
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMATcms. 18x24,5
PAGES 752

Mircea Eliade, in these pages, investigates the cul-
tural, spiritual and religious symbolism of India. 
The diversity of religions and beliefs is the founda-
tion of their peaceful coexistence and their mutual 
influence. India, for the author, is a privileged ter-
ritory of knowledge and spiritual practices, a living 
lesson of freedom and liberation.

DICTIONARY OF RELIGIONS OF SOUTH AMERICA
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 400

The religions of great civilizations of the past 
such as Aztec, Mayan, Inca, the shamanic practi-
ces of the Amazonian and Andean tribes, consti-
tute only a part of the fascinating and very rich 
heritage of South America. Meso and South 
American cultures have imbued the world of arts, 
literature and sciences with their variety of forms 
and expressions, still leaving many unsolved que-
stions that this dictionary can help to fill.

DICTIONARY OF JUDAISM
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
Two volumes
1. Pages 462
2. Pages 474

The entire multimillennial history of the reli-
gious tradition that refers to Abraham, presen-
ted in a global way in all its branches and com-
ponents: “from Adam to the present day”. An 
indispensable tool of knowledge to deepen all 
aspects of a complex and articulated religion, 
which has accompanied man for thousands of 
years in his surprising qualities as in his someti-
mes lacerating contradictions

DICTIONARY OF RELIGIONS OF THE FAR EAST
Mircea Eliade

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 684

The volume analyzes the most important cul-
tural traditions of the Chinese, Japanese, Kore-
an and South-East Asia area. It does not limit 
itself to analyzing transversally the great the-
mes common to the whole region, but it goes 
deep into the immense religious tradition of 

China, up to Daoism and Confucianism. The 
other great cultural tradition examined is the 
Japanese one, both for general terms and for 
those specifically dedicated to the national reli-
gion of Shinto, without forgetting more recent 
phenomena related to the New religions. Great 
attention is also paid to religious forms and tra-
ditions of peoples or particular marginal areas, 
such as the Religion of Bali and Burma, Java 
and Thailand, with their rich corollary of local 
customs and traditions.

Mircea eliade Mircea eliade
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J uan María La boa

Storia dei Papi 
Dalle origini a Papa Francesco 

JacaBook 

THE HISTORY  OF THE POPES
Juan Maria Laboa

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 600

The Spanish historian of the Church, 
expert of the Councils and interna-
tional authority on contemporary hi-
story, updates his famous History of 
the Popes coming to the present day 
with Benedict XVI and Pope Francis. 
A unique synthesis that analyzes the 
interpenetration between the tension 
to the kingdom of God and the ear-
thly passions

THE INTOLERANCE IN THE CHURCH
Juan María Laboa

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 116
RIGHT SOLD IN
Spanish

Intolerance and religious fundamen-
talism have strongly conditioned the 
transposition of Vatican Council II 
and have reached a special virulence 
with the pontificate of Pope Francis. 
Secularization and pluralism have 
marked the current religious situation 
and this challenge influences Christian 
identity and coexistence within the 
Church The book traces the history 
of pluralism in ecclesial life, focusing 
on the importance that intolerance 
and fundamentalist mentality played 
in this area. Studying and reflecting 
on fundamentalism helps to better 
understand the phases that preceded 
and followed the Council, also illumi-
nating the current situation. 

THE ANNUNCIATION IN WESTERN AND EASTERN ART
François Boespflug, Emanuela Fogliadini

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 208

AN UNPUBLISHED ANALYSIS OF A 
CENTRAL THEME FOR CHRISTIAN 
HISTORY, THROUGH THE MULTIPLE 
READINGS THAT WESTERN AND 
EASTERN ART HAS GIVEN OVER THE 
CENTURIES

The authors have selected a representative 
sample of works of art from among those 
they considered the most beautiful, most 
representative, most finely conceived and most 
worthy of attention and contemplation. Each of 
them is reproduced in full page and described 
in detail by a commentary text. Some of the very 
recent works have the merit of suggesting to the 
reader how the long history of the translation 
and transmission of the Gospel in images, at 
the same time faithful and creatively innovative, 
continues over time, far from being completed.

THE NATIVITY OF CHRIST
François Boesplflug, Emanuela Fogliadini

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 144

The book analyzes both Eastern and We-
stern art: 13 masterpieces illustrate the ear-
ly Christian art and the icons and other 13 
masterpieces illustrate the Western art. The 
oldest dates back to the fourth century and 
the most recent is from 1975. The book is 
an opportunity to reflect on the iconographic 
diversity, in the East and the West, of dealing 
with the same mystery: the date of birth of 
Christ. A new and surprising iconography of 
the nativity

ESCAPE TO EGYPT
François Boesplflug, Emanuela Fogliadini

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 160

Has the Holy Family faced, like many people 
of the contemporary age or past centuries, 
a voluntary migration and its consequent 
disorientation? It is the main objective of 
this book of art and theology, through the 
analysis of thirty carefully selected works of 
art, representative of the different interpre-
tations of the escape to Egypt in the East and 
in the West.

FRANÇOIS BOESPFLUG theologian, historian of art and religions, is professor emeritus of 
the University of Strasbourg.

EMANUELA FOGLIADINI theologian and historian of Christianity, she is a professor of the 
History of Theology of the Christian East at the Theological Faculty of Milan and Coordinator 
of the Higher Institute of Religious Studies “Beato Paolo VI”.

JUAN MARIA LABOA, Professor of Church History at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome, he previously taught at the 
Complutense University and the Pontifical Comillas University of Madrid.

religious history and art religious history and art
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FASCIST CAMPS  an italian shame
Gino Marchitelli

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 240

The little-known reality of the fascist labor 
and detention camps is revealed for the first 
time in its real dimensions, much broader and 
more articulated than it was known. Thanks 
to unpublished documents and testimonies, a 
story made of abuse, hatred and annihilation, 
reveals all the cruelty of the fascist regime

The book reveals, through a shocking research, 
the true number of places of detention of every 
order and degree that the fascist regime had set 
up to intern opponents, anti-fascists, Jews, the 
“differents” and prisoners of war used as slaves 
in forced and coercive labor camps.

GINO MARCHITELLI has a past made of 
union and political struggles in the CGIL and 
in Democrazia Proletaria. He is a writer and 
songwriter, committed to the themes of me-
mory and social issues. 

THE GLASS TSAR  pUtin’s rUssia
Stefano Caprio

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 240

After having approved, on July 1, 2020, the 
changes to the constitutional charter that al-
low him to remain president until at least 
2036, the Russian leader is now called the 
“eternal Putin” both by supporters and by in-
creasingly active protesters. It is precisely this 
qualification, however, that marks its decline: 
Putin is no longer a real leader, but now an in-
stitution codified and immutable, an abstract 
entity of a Russia that wants to be reduced to 
the eternal repetition of itself. It is the time of 
Putinian stagnation, as in the time of Leonid 
Brežnev. The uncertainties of the economy 

after the Covid-19 pandemic, the protests in 
the regions of the Russian Far East and the 
revolts in Belarus of the other “eternal pre-
sident” Aleksandr Lukashenko, cast a very 
worrying shadow on the destinies of Putinism. 

STEFANO CAPRIO Priest of the Byzantine-Sla-
vic rite, obtained a licentiate in Oriental Ecclesia-
stical Sciences from the Pontifical Oriental Insti-
tute. Since 1989 he has carried out his activity in 
Russia, first as chaplain at the Embassy of Italy in 
Moscow and, since 1991, as founder of the Insti-
tute of Theology for the Laity “St. Thomas Aqui-
nas” in Moscow, where he taught Patrology and 
Dogmatic Theology. Returning to Italy in 2002, 
he obtained a doctorate in Oriental Ecclesiastical 
Sciences at the PIO, where he is a professor of the 
History of Russian Philosophy.

A MOMENT, FORTY YEARS  
lives and stories of the massacre at the bologna station
Daniele Biacchessi

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 200

«Nothing seemed different from the usual at 
10.25 on August 2, 1980 in Bologna. Faces, 
eyes, hands, looks, chats. People who wan-
ted to live a peaceful summer. It happened 
forty years ago at the Bologna station, befo-
re something turned it into a great factory of 
pain and death». With descriptive efficacy, 
the author analyzes the massacre and the long 
journey of the “Association of relatives of the 
victims of the massacre at the Bologna sta-
tion”, recounting stories of men and women 
affected by an attack whose authors are today 
known and instigators can be glimpsed. They 

have been asking for truth and justice for forty 
years, to never forget.
BIACCHESSI HAS BENEFITED FROM 
THE COLLABORATION OF PAOLO 
BOLOGNESI, PRESIDENT OF THE AS-
SOCIATION OF THE VICTIMS OF THE 
MASSACRE.

DANIELE BIACCHESSI Former editor of 
«Radio24 - Il Sole 24 Ore», now a permanent 
collaborator. In 2004 and 2005 he was awar-
ded the “Premio Cronista” for an investiga-
tion into Islamic terrorism in Italy and the 
reconstruction of the murder of the editoria-
list of “Corriere della Sera” Walter Tobagi. In 
2011 he won the prestigious Unesco Special 
Prize for the theatrical show Aquae Mundi, 
with the jazz musician Gaetano Liguori.

ECOLOGICAL SPRING MON AMOUR
Pier Paolo Poggio, Marino Ruzzenenti

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 196

Fifty years ago, women and men of science 
gave birth to what has been called, in Italy 
and in the world, the “ecological spring”. The 
Coronavirus emergency can finally be an op-
portunity to rethink our industrial, environ-
mental and social model, using the prophetic 
indications of that movement. Forward-thin-
king scientists clearly explained to humanity 
that the thermo-industrial economic model 
based on fossils, on unlimited growth, on the 
continuous degradation of natural resources, 
as well as on the exploitation of the poorest 

countries, had no future. They pointed out, 
with equal clarity, the new paths that should 
have been taken to ensure decent living condi-
tions for the generations to come. A summary 
of what has happened in this half century: the 
political and industrial system has shown in 
fact to have experienced the environmental 
issue as a constraint to be removed. 

PIER PAOLO POGGIO, historian, was con-
sultant of the Feltrinelli Foundation Library 
for the Russian section. Since the 1970s he has 
been studying the contemporary age and the 
industrial archeology. He is scientific director 
of the Luigi Micheletti Foundation and gene-
ral manager of the Museum of Industry and 
Labor (MUSIL).

THEATHER IN THE TIME OF PLAGUE
Alberto Oliva

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 208

The efforts and successes of the theater during 
difficult times, its ability to be reborn despite 
everything and to find an ever new identity. A 
book written while the world is in check. A te-
stimony of this suspended time, an optimistic 
approach for a transformation from forced 
paralysis to an opportunity for redemption.
The history of theater has made twenty-five 
centuries, crossing times in which epidemics 
hit with much more frequency, and met more 
prepared peoples to face the inevitable periods 

of quarantine. Not always and not everywhere 
the choice was to close the theaters by ban-
ning their activity, but all the epidemics have 
shocked the world they have found, without 
exception. The theater has always been tran-
sformed and reinvented.

ALBERTO OLIVA is a Milanese theater direc-
tor, graduated in directing from the Paolo Gras-
si School of Dramatic Arts in 2009. In 2012 he 
won the Luigi Pirandello International Award 
as best emerging director. In 2014 he won the 
Biennale College Music with the direction of the 
original work Magen Zeit. In September 2017 
he directed Inori by Stockhausen, the inaugura-
tion event of the Venice Music Biennale.

THE EARTH BURNS  an ecological critiqUe of capitalism
Giorgio Nebbia

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 170

The volume collects the essential texts of the 
father of Italian ecology, a work capable of 
illuminating analysis in understanding whe-
re human invention can lead to disaster. His 
ecological critique of capitalism mercilessly 
unmasks the contradictions of the system, de-
nouncing the increasingly heavy effects pro-
duced by a climate warming which is the result 
of this capitalist and paleo-technical model. A 

vademecum for young people who are alrea-
dy committed to the defense of the Earth, re-
minding them that ecology is not born today, 
that environmentalism is an ancient political 
philosophy and that already more than half a 
century ago alarms were being raised on the 
future of our planet.

GIORGIO NEBBIA (1926-2019), ecolo-
gist, essayist, internationally known scholar, 
taught Merceology at the University of Bari 
from 1959 to 1995. Member of Parliament for 
the independent Left in the Chamber (1983-
1987) and in the Senate (1987-1992).

international current affairs history
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THE MYSTERY OF COLOR
Alice Barale

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 240

Although the colors are so familiar to us that 
we no longer notice them, they have long 
provoked lively disputes in philosophical 
circles. This work, written almost like a de-
tective story, asks unavoidable questions and 
provides useful interpretation tools. Only ap-
parently banal, the question “what is color?” 
crosses a good part of the contemporary phi-
losophy of the last decades. And the answers 
can be surprising

ALICE BARALE is a research fellow in Ae-
sthetics at the University of Florence. She 
has dealt extensively with Aby Warburg and 
Walter Benjamin, to whom she has dedicated 
a monograph (The melancholy of the image, 
Pisa 2009) and several essays. He edited a new 
Italian edition and translation of the Origin of 
the German Baroque drama by Walter Benja-
min (2018) and, for Jaca Book, a monograph 
on AI art (Art and artificial intelligence. Be my 
GAN, 2020).

THE IDENTITY IN QUESTION
Vinicio Busacchi, Giuseppe Martini

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 368

QUID EST HOMO? What makes an indivi-
dual a person? And why does a person persist 
the same even in change? Two academics of 
philosophy and psychoanalysis seek answers 
to the riddles of existence Psychoanalysis and 
hermeneutic philosophy collaborate in a pro-
cess of construction of identity of which they 
also recognize the elusive character: identity 
persists as an unfinished process both for the 
unconscious and for the conscience. Busac-
chi and Martini start from an examination of 
theories of identity in the philosophical and 
psychoanalytic fields; the reflection then pro-

ceeds by addressing two fields: the body and 
time. At this point, a comparison with the phi-
losophy of translation and its reflections in the 
psychoanalytic field and a comparison with 
the idea of   transformation, especially in refe-
rence to “affective matter”, become necessary, 
to the point of configuring both as generators 
of identity.

VINICIO BUSACCHI Associate Professor 
of Theoretical Philosophy, he teaches at the 
University of Cagliari.
GIUSEPPE MARTINI Psychoanalyst of the 
Italian Psychoanalytic Society, he was pri-
mary psychiatrist (from 1993 to 2017) of the 
Department of Mental Health at Rome 1. He 
taught at the Postgraduate Schools in Psychia-
try of several Italian universities

TO TOUCH. small philosophical history of toUch
Federico Capitoni

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 112

Through the sense of touch, the body enters 
into a relationship with the world. Learning 
to touch is therefore equivalent to learning to 
be in the world. By bringing the body and the 
contact between humans, animals and things 
back to the center of philosophical specula-

tion, the author intends to set up a practical 
philosophy, reviving a phenomenology of fe-
eling, of being passionate, of which touch is 
the first tool.

FEDERICO CAPITONI professional jour-
nalist, he is a music critic of «la Repubblica». 
Author, radio host and director, he teaches 
music criticism and is also active as a practical 
philosopher.

THE TIME OF BIRTH. psychoanalysis of the sUblime
Giuseppe Civitarese

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 224

An investigation into the essence of what ma-
kes us human. Psychoanalysis and art dialo-
gue on an equal level, revealing each other 
mutually
How is the psyche born? What is the role 
of beauty? Why can it be said that beauty is 
necessary for life? What we experience as 
“simply” beautiful in what differs from the ae-
sthetic experience that we define as sublime? 
Sublime is the single word that organizes all 

the materials of the book: the ancient treatise 
on rhetoric that suggests to the authors how 
to reach the highest peaks of artistic expres-
sion, the romantic aesthetic that is inspired 
by it, the Freudian concept of sublimation as 
a psychoanalytic theory of art, the examples 
of the contemporary sublime: from Serra to 
Kapoor, from McQueen to Kiefer. Art that 
is inspired by the sublime, with its choice of 
themes and forms, is nothing more than the 
representation of the infant’s primary rela-
tionship with the object.

GIUSEPPE CIVITARESE Psychiatrist and 
psychoanalyst, lives and works in Pavia.

WITH THE EYES OF THE OTHER. ON TRANSLATING
Stefano Arduini

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 216

The challenge of transferring complex con-
cepts into different languages, very often fun-
damental to the history of cultures, has led 
them to define their own identity by rethin-
king their foundations. Translation is there-
fore one of the main agents in the variations 
of the meaning of concepts and in the change 
of semantic structures. The author’s work is 
located in a perspective that integrates co-
gnitive linguistics, historical semantics and 
conceptual history, analyzing the history of 

concepts from an interlingual perspective. 
The idea of   translation as conceptual history 
starts from these assumptions and considers 
translating as the way through which concep-
ts are transformed and continually rewritten. 
The hypothesis is that translation creates, con-
structs, innovates ways of seeing things and 
the resulting conceptual maps. 

STEFANO ARDUINI is full professor of 
Linguistics at the University of Rome Link 
Campus. He has taught General Linguistics 
at the University of Urbino, at the University 
of International Studies of Rome and at the 
University of Modena. He is co-director of the 
Nida School of Translation Studies.

LISTENING AND THE OBSTACLE 
psychoanalysis and mUsic
Fausto Petrella

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 288

Fausto Petrella invites the reader to explore the-
mes, areas and metaphors that psychoanalysis and 
music have in common: interpretation, improvi-
sation, forms of listening, the use of instruments, 
the ways in which music speaks of affections that 

are typically mobilized in depression and nostal-
gia, but also in laughter, in joy and in euphoria, 
with the fading of the most varied emotions, their 
continuous metamorphosis and conflictual oppo-
sition.

FAUSTO PETRELLA from 1981 to 2008 he 
was professor of Psychiatry at the University of 
Pavia and from 1997 to 2000 president of the 
Italian Psychoanalytical Society.

PsychèPhilosoPhy
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Strauss

Quirino 
   Principe

THIS IS NOT POP MUSIC
Franco Fabbri

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 320

Defining music using “the contrary” is a more 
common practice than it seems. In the nineteenth 
century, a name had to be found for music that was 
neither art nor folk, and the concepts of popular 
music, pop music and musique de variétés were 
born. Forty years ago, someone still called it ex-
tra-cultured music. So why not define Art music as 
“not pop” music? Often a change of perspective 

shows things in a different light. This book con-
tains essays on music born between the beginning 
of the twentieth century and the early 2000s, from 
Mahler to Donatoni, Sciarrino and Francesconi, 
passing through Ives, Bartok, Weill, Šostakovich, 
Schonberg, Bernstein, Glass, Zappa and others. 
FRANCO FABBRI is known for being one 
of the first scholars of popular music, not 
only in Italy. Among the various aspects of 
his personality as a musician and polymor-
phic scholar there are those of conductor at 
Radio Tre, professor at the University and at 
the Conservatory.

TO NARRATE. INVENTORY ATTEMPTS
Franco Rella

Technical features
FORMAT cms.15x23
PAGES 240

Why writing? What impulse has driven man for 
centuries to narrate stories? This is the question 
from which Franco Rella’s reflection starts, re-
sorting to all the readings accumulated over the 
course of his life and asking the authors who have 
most moved him. From Dante to Cavalcanti, 
from Shakespeare to Benjamin, and then Goethe, 
Kafka, Bataille, Roth, the Greek and Latin classics; 
there is no narrator who has not asked himself the 
question and who has not tried to explain - and 
explain to himself - the reality that surrounds us. 

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA dreaming of a philosophy
Quirino Principe

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 256

A certainty runs through the entire volume and is 
proposed to the reader in an passionate way: mu-

sic on one side and theater on the other, are two 
miraculous realities that the West has been able 
to conquer for itself. For this reason, the chapters 
of the book start from an authentic definition of 
what “music on stage” is, to develop a possible 
philosophy of the Opera, its essence and its histo-
rical presence.

ON WRITING. self-portrait With figUres
Franco Rella

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 112

The reflection of a great literary critic on the 
necessary act of writing. A poetic, dense and 
personal journey, following lives and thoughts 
of masters of modern literature. “I do not invent 
stories. I build paths and traces that writing, 
while proceeding, leave behind. Like the slime 
of a snail on the stone surface of the wall”.

STRAUSS
Quirino Principe

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 1.120

With this work, organized in five large sections, 
Quirino Principe guides us step by step from the 

years of formation to the rise of Strauss, to the 
height of international success and then, through 
the bitter decades of Nazism and the immediate 
post-war period, until his death. This monumen-
tal work includes a fundamental «catalogue of 
compositions», all the plots of the theater works 
and a wide bibliography.

IMAGES OF THE EXILE
Franco Rella

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 224

This book analyzes , in the folds of some great 
literary texts - Kafka and Proust, Beckett and 
Simenon, Coppola and Lucien Freud, Baudelai-
re and Flaubert, Kertész and Melville - the at-
tempts to cross the lands of exile, in which every 
word and every possibility of communicating to 
others and to the world seems to crumble.

THE OTHER  AMERICA OF WOODY GUTHRIE
Daniele Biacchessi

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 160

Born in a small town, lost in the plains of 
Oklahoma, Woody Guthrie will become in the 
years after 1929, those of the global financial 
crisis and the American Great Depression, the 
wandering singer of the desperate and disap-
pointed american province. With his voice and 

the guitar on his shoulder, he transformed the 
desperation of the US working class into folk 
ballads that have resisted time, reaching our 
days. In these years of white suprematism and 
racism, there is still a solidal and democratic 
America that arises from the values expressed 
in Guthrie’s songs.

DANIELE BIACCHESSI journalist and writer, 
he is editor-in-chief of Radio24. He won the 2011 
Unesco Prize for his «Aquae Mundi» show.

HUMAN TERRITORIES
Franco Rella

Technical features
FORMAT cms.15x23
PAGES 304

The myth of the superhuman is here confron-
ted with the complexity of everyday life, facing 
the problems that invest in depth the existence 
of men and women, exploring the territories in 
which the human manifests itself: the relation-
ship with pain, with death and with the search 
for a different self-awareness

QUIRINO PRINCIPE teaches in the Academy for the Italian Opera of Verona and in the masters of the 
IULM University of Milan. He collaborates with the «Sole 24 Ore» cultural supplement and with «Clas-
sic Voice». With Jaca Book he published The String Quartets by Beethoven (2014) Lohengrin (2012); 
Tannhäuser (2014). As a translator, we recall the Sacred and Profane Cantatas by Johann Sebastian 
Bach and his Italian edition of the Lord of the Rings by John Ronald Reuel Tolkien.

FRANCO RELLA he taught Aesthetics at the IUAV of Venice analyzing the frontier and the transit 
between philosophy, literature and the arts. He has dealt with Rilke, Baudelaire, Plato, Nietzsche and 
Bataille. He has written numerous essays, some of which have been translated into multiple languages.

literature essays Music
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THINKING IN ISLAM
Massimo Campanini

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 288

This book places in dialectical inte-
raction the strictly philosophical thou-
ght and the theological one, to investi-
gate not only what but also how was the 
thought in “medieval” Islam.
Certainly, the concept of the uniqueness 
of God remains, but the book,
comparing the theological aspects of 
philosophy and the philosophical ones of 
theology, try to highlight the interaction 

between the rational sciences (‘ulum’ 
aqliyya) and the traditional sciences 
(‘ulum naqliyya) in classical Islam.

THE TEXTS OF MASSIMO CAMPA-
NINI, EXPERT SCHOLAR OF THE 
THOUGHT IN THE ISLAMIC WOR-
LD, ARE LANDMARKS IN THE 
ACADEMIC WORLD AND THIS 
NEW VOLUME REVOLUTIONIZES 
THE NORMAL APPROACHES TO 
ARAB PHILOSOPHY AND THEO-
LOGY.

ANTHOLOGY OF MUQADDIMAH
Ibn Khaldun, curated by Francesca Forte

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 192

Ibn Khaldun’s work is of an extraordi-
nary modernity, but is simultaneously 
and deeply inserted in the historical con-
text in which it was born. An essential 
book to discover one of the most impor-
tant Arab thinkers

The third chapter of the Muqaddimah 
dedicated to political power, presented 
here in an broad anthological form, has 
the objective of answering some basic 
questions: how are dynasties in power 
born? How do they conquer it compared 

to other competing groups? What role 
does the spirit of the body play in this de-
velopment? And the religious element? 
The author starts from the analysis of 
the forms in which power is constituted, 
highlighting two fundamental elements: 
spirit of body and religion. The whole 
text develops the dialectical relationship 
between these two elements. A summa 
of medieval Islamic knowledge (with the 
many cultural references that the author 
inserts in the text) that embraces the 
social phenomenon (object of the inve-
stigation) taking into consideration the 
geographical-demographic, political, eco-
nomic and cultural aspects, with constant 
references to the Islamic doctrine.

PATHS OF KORANIC EXEGESIS
Hussein Fadlallah

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 128

A jurist, a philosopher, a man of religion and 
at the same time a politician, Fadlallah was a 
multifaceted figure who occupied a leading 
position in the panorama of contemporary 
Shiism. The volume traces the thought of a 
competent interpreter of his faith, which was 
able to exalt admirably its positive and pro-
gressive aspects, going beyond cultural boun-
daries that seemed impassable.

THE ISLAMIC THEOLOGY OF LIBERATION
Hasan Hanafi
Edited by Massimo Campanini

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 112

The knowledge of Hanafi’s thought in the 
West was marginal not only to the general 
public, but also to the non-arabisant et isla-
misant Academy. This book intends to restore 
this gap, presenting to the reader a significant 

collection of articles that illuminate the sub-
stance of profoundly innovative reflection in 
the Arab-Muslim and intrinsically revolutio-
nary world of Hanafi.
The starting point is Hanafi’s attempt to har-
monize, without absorbing each other, the tu-
rath, the “heritage” as it is most effectively cal-
led in English, with tajdid, or the “renewal” 
that he felt necessary for the thought and 
Arab-Islamic society.

AUTHORITY AND POWER IN MUSLIM COUNTRIES 
concepts and practice
Edited by E. Giunchi, L. Osti, M.A. Golfetto

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 160

The events that today shake Muslim-majority 
countries must be understood in the light of the 
interaction between the traditional figures of au-
thority, which still feed the Weltanschauung of 
many Muslims, and the new forms of potestas 
and auctoritas that direct their actions and orga-
nize their societies. The book proposes a multi-
disciplinary reflection on the various faces that 
authority, understood as the acquisition of presti-
ge, the capacity for influence, power of direction, 
assumes in various periods in the Muslim world.

IBN KHALDUN was born in Tunis in 1332 and died in Cairo in 1406. He is considered the greatest Arab thinker of the Maghreb 
and recognized as the founder of sociological science. Philosopher, physician, profound connoisseur of the Koran and the Bible, 
he held state offices in Granada and North Africa. He left behind fundamental works such as Muqaddimah, an introduction to 
universal history, the Book of Examples and Autobiography.
FRANCESCA FORTE is a research doctor in philosophy. She is part of the interest group on Islam of the UNEDI Ecumenism and 
Dialogue Office (CEI) and since 2018 she is secretary of the academic assistant of Arabic at the Ambrosiana Academy in Milan.

into islaMinto islaM

MASSIMO CAMPANINI Curator of the book series, orientalist, historian, philosopher, 
academic of the Ambrosian Academy “Classis Orientalis Araba”. He was a professor at 
the San Raffaele Vita-Salute University in Milan and the Orientale of Naples, he taught 
also History of Islamic Countries at the Faculty of Letters of the University of Trento. 
In 2016 he was part of the Italian Islamic Council set up by the Ministry of the Interior.
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DICTIONARY OF MINOR ARTS
edited by Liana Castelfranchi, Cinzia Piglione, Francesca Tasso

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 18x24,5
PAGES 410

The dictionary analyzes materials and pro-
duction techniques and it is introduced by 
two prolusions to the theme. Liana Castel-
franchi dedicates ample space to the theo-
retical debate relating to terminology and 
the critical fortune of the minor arts and 
focuses her investigation on the absolute 
masterpieces produced by the “medieval 
workshop”. Cinzia Piglione instead propo-
ses a different approach to the minor arts, 

aimed at capturing the dense exchanges 
between the various artistic techniques, 
choosing the most complex production 
centers of the Italian panorama between 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as pri-
vileged observers.

LIANA CASTELFRANCHI taught History 
of Medieval Art at the University of Verona 
and at the University of Milan. She mainly 
dedicated her studies to the field of painting 
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, with 
particular attention to the phenomena of arti-
stic circulation and the relationship between 
Italian and French art. 

JORGE MARIO BERGOGLIO an intellectUal biography

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 304

“In the four years since the election of Pope 
Francis, the number of books and articles 
published in different languages on his pon-
tificate is very impressive. Through an extra-
ordinary collection of sources and researches, 

this book offers a systematic insight into the 
cultural background and the intellectual in-
fluences that helped shape Jorge Mario Ber-
goglio’s personality and thought. This is an 
indispensable contribution to understand in 
better way the complex personality of Pope 
Francis, in which his pastoral experience and 
his mystical and intellectual experience are 
combined.” (Guzman Carriquiry Lecour − 
Pontificia Comm. Latin America)

THE PILGRIM’S GUIDE TO SANTIAGO
Edited by Paolo Caucci von Saucken

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 160

The guide is not only a literary text of enor-
mous historiographical value but also a travel 
book for pilgrims who still make their way to 
Compostela on the Camino. Preserved at the 
Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 
the Fifth book of the Liber Sancti Jacobi of 
the Codex Calixtinus is better known as the 
Pilgrim’s Guide to Santiago. In addition to 
being a text of undoubted historical value 

dating back to the 12th century, this book ef-
fectively represents, with the most recent ac-
quisitions in the historical and historiographic 
field, the idea of   a medieval Europe that is 
“on the road” as ever. Unlike other texts on 
pilgrimages to Rome or Jerusalem, the Guide 
describes in a wide and accurate way the real 
journey towards the coveted goal, with all the 
details related to encounters, natural, climatic 
difficulties, lived experiences. The roads, the 
passes, the buildings, the reception places are 
accurately reported, giving us back fully the 
sense of a journey of space and faith that con-
tinues today.

ROMANO GUARDINI 
antinomy of life and emotional knoWledge

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 224

50 years after Guardini’s death, Massimo Bor-
ghesi re-reads the heart of Guardini’s philo-
sophy, his doctrine of the polar opposition, in 
light of the unpublished writings published in 

recent years. The theory of polarity appears 
as an attempt to respond to the historical-exi-
stential lacerations caused by the Great War. 
The result is an antinomic thought whose aim 
is to reconcile subject and object, freedom 
and truth, modernity and religion, reason and 
experience. Guardini pursues an affective 
knowledge capable of uniting heart and rea-
son, concept and intuition.

SACRED SPACE AND ICONOGRAPHY
Edited by Emanuela Fogliadini

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 200

A reflection on liturgical art and archi-
tecture, looking at the masterpieces of East 
and West that flourished in two millennia 
of Christian history. Today we are facing a 
“new iconoclasm” due to the lack of images 
in contemporary places of worship. The re-
lationship between art and architecture, in 
the context of the Catholic liturgical space, 
is subject of debate among architects, artists 
and liturgists. Recently built churches have 

been subjected to fierce criticism or passio-
nate defenses. The predominant role of ar-
chitecture has reduced and sometimes cance-
led the possibility of complete and coherent 
iconographic programs, replaced by abstract 
decorations or even by white walls. To react 
to the contemporary crisis of art and archi-
tecture for worship, and rediscover figures 
and symbols related to the space and time of 
the liturgy, a group of experts draws on the 
lessons of past history, with particular atten-
tion to the Middle Ages, and investigates the 
more recent experiences in Italy, France and 
Serbia, bringing together representatives of 
Catholicism and Orthodoxy. 

ATHEISM  AND MODERNITY

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 256

The volume ideally compares De Lubac, Ma-
ritain, Gilson, Fabro and Del Noce, showing 
the different readings on atheism and, in 
some cases, the conflict of interpretations. 
The long introduction offers a new recon-
struction of the modern period, by situating 
the genesis of atheism starting from the re-
ligious wars that tragically divided Europe 
after the Reformation.
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Professor of Moral Philosophy at the University of Perugia. He taught from 1981 to 2007, Aesthetics, Ethics, and 
Philosophical Theology at the Pontifical University of St. Bonaventure in Rome where he was, from 2000 to 2002, 
the director of the “Bonaventure Chair”. Since 2008, he has been a Professor of the History of Atheism at the Ponti-
fical Urban University. He is a member of the board of numerous scientific journals and publishing houses.
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THE PROFESSOR AND THE PATRIARCH

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23 
PAGES 208

In ’68, Olivier Clément, a French pro-
fessor, author of famous pamphlets 
and essays, met in Istanbul the Patriar-
ch Athenagoras, the highest authority 
of the Orthodox clergy. People from 
very different stories, belonging to dif-
ferent ge- nerations and worlds: one 
to the secular France after the Second 
World War and the riots of ‘68; the 
other to the Christian East, rooted on 
the banks of the Bosphorus, in ancient 
Byzantium, which became the Istanbul 
of the Republic of Kemal Atatürk. The 
meeting allows the western world to 

get to know, through a long interview, 
the prophetic strength of Atenagora, a 
man dedicated to unity among Chri- 
stians and to the union between spirit 
and modernity. The East-West non-op-
position, their need to interact will be 
the spark that will direct Clément’s 
thought throughout life. This is the 
story of a meeting in which interviewed 
and interviewer, from two different 
points of view, try to respond together 
to the great questions of a wor- ld that 
was going through an epochal crisis. 
The background of ‘68 lit the tones of 
the meeting. The protest, which see-
med to be iconoclastic, was read as a 
great instance of justice, as a desire to 
redisco- ver a spiritual fullness.

PAUL VI. 
the chUrch, the government and the World

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23 
PAGES 288

The author highlights the Italian charism 
of the Pope’s government: the papacy of 
Paul VI was incessant in building a Chur-
ch capable of responding to the signs of 
the times. Montini, formerly Archbishop 
of Milan, avoids the traps of the Roman 
Curia and works for the whole Italy.
Then he travels around the world, com-
pletely innovating the papal mission. The 
Second Vatican Council continues in this 
way keeping the links with the various 
Churches and carrying out capital steps 

for ecumenism, such as the meeting with 
the Orthodox Patriarch Athenagoras.
Paul VI, before the UN audience, is a 
head of state with international respon- 
sibilities; the message that it leaves to 
the Assembly is certainly a contribution 
to the religious sense of all but also a 
warning for peace among the countries. 
A particular attention is also paid to the 
world of the popular democracies, he 
in fact worries that beyond the Wall the 
Churches and the consciences could live. 
The last part of the book is dedicated to 
a particular friend of Pope Montini, who 
understandood the non-Christian inter-
national reality: Giorgio La Pira.

THE UNARMED POWER OF PEACE

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 13,5x19 
PAGES 80

Our world is difficult to understand. We are 
surrounded by information. Sometimes we 
have the feeling of being scattered in a com-
plex and incomprehensible horizon. Be aware 
does not necessarily mean understanding, most 
of the times it means confusion. Being disorien-
ted, we start to feel powerless and we become 
indifferent: we lose interest. In the past, the 
political ideologies divided the world between 

“friends” and “enemies”, today we use emo-
tions to read our reality. It is called the “geo-
politics of emotions”, mentioned by the french 
political scientist Dominique Moïsi, and it rules 
the new populism wave and the many prote-
sts around the world. In this essay the author, 
founder of the Sant’Egidio Community and 
formerly foreign minister of Italy, analyzes the 
causes of today’s confusion in facing and jud-
ging the wars that are bloodying our world, the 
possible ways to build peace and the language 
of peace compared to the language of war. His 
question is deep and honest: is it really possible 
to have peace in the world?

SUBURBS

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 13,5x19 
PAGES 152

The suburb, for Riccardi, shows the most 
interesting part of the contem- porary wor-
ld. Originally defined as “not central” by the 

Center, today the peripheral suburbs become 
the “place of possible”, that refuses the game 
imposed by those who claim to occupy the 
central positions starting wars as a necessity. 
The suburbs are so detached from the perver-
sion of the Center that, right now, become the 
places in which mankind recovers commit-
ment, community and meaning.

MANIFESTO TO THE WORLD 

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23 
PAGES 128

On October 4, 1965, Paul VI visits the United 
Nations. He is the first Pope to take this step, pa-
ving the way for his successors. In 1965, in a time 
of cold war, this really represents a great novelty. 
Pope Montini is aware of the turning point and 
the new scenarios that open up.
In the introductory essay, the author points out 
that the visit was an opportunity to address the 
Church’s message not only to the rulers but to the 

world. Since then, the relationship between the 
Pontiff and the governments of the nations will 
no longer be the same. Paul VI speaks to the UN 
on behalf of the Council, just opened in Rome, 
at a time of profound changes for contemporary 
Catholicism.
The central message of the Pope’s speech to the 
United Nations, which is still very current, is “no 
to war”. The slim man in white thinks he has this 
authority: “we are experts in huma- nity,” he says, 
and he proposes Peace with determination. In 
the appendix the volume shows the manuscript 
speech of the Pope, the transcription with the di-
plomatic corrections and, finally, the official text.

andrea riccardiandrea riccardi

ANDREA RICCARDI Founder in 1968 of the community of Sant’Egidio, he had a mediating role in various conflicts and contri-
buted to the achievement of peace in some countries, including Mozambique, Guatemala, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea. Time magazine 
in 2003 listed him among thirty-six “modern Heroes” of Europe, which have distinguished themselves by their courage for profes-
sional and humanitarian efforts.
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various Churches and carrying out capital steps for ecumenism, such as the 
meeting with the Orthodox Patriarch Athenagoras.
Paul VI, before the UN audience, is a head of state with international respon-
sibilities; the message that it leaves to the Assembly is certainly a contribution 
to the religious sense of all but also a warning for peace among the countries. A 
particular attention is also paid to the world of the popular democracies, he in 
fact worries that beyond the Wall the Churches and the consciences could live.
The last part of the book is dedicated to a particular friend of Pope Montini, 
who understandood the non-Christian international reality: Giorgio La Pira.
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Orthodox clergy. People from very different stories, belonging to different ge-
nerations and worlds: one to the secular France after the Second World War 
and the riots of ‘68; the other to the Christian East, rooted on the banks of the 
Bosphorus, in ancient Byzantium, which became the Istanbul of the Republic 
of Kemal Atatürk.
The meeting allows the western world to get to know, through a long interview, 
the prophetic strength of Atenagora, a man dedicated to unity among Chri-
stians and to the union between spirit and modernity.
The East-West non-opposition, their need to interact will be the spark that will 
direct Clément’s thought throughout life.
This is the story of a meeting in which interviewed and interviewer, from two 
different points of view, try to respond together to the great questions of a wor-
ld that was going through an epochal crisis.
The background of ‘68 lit the tones of the meeting. The protest, which seemed 
to be iconoclastic, was read as a great instance of justice, as a desire to redisco-
ver a spiritual fullness.
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necessarily mean understanding, most of the times it means confusion. Being disoriented, we 
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ideologies divided the world between “friends” and “enemies”, today we use emotions to 
read our reality. It is called the “geopolitics of emotions”, mentioned by the french political 
scientist Dominique Moïsi, and it rules the new populism wave and the many protests around 
the world. In this essay the author, founder of the Sant’Egidio Community and formerly 
foreign minister of Italy, analyzes the causes of today’s confusion in facing and judging the 
wars that are bloodying our world, the possible ways to build peace and the language of 
peace compared to the language of war. His question is deep and honest: is it really possible 
to have peace in the world?
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the Church’s message not only to the rulers but to the world. Since then, the relationship 
between the Pontiff and the governments of the nations will no longer be the same. Paul 
VI speaks to the UN on behalf of the Council, just opened in Rome, at a time of profound 
changes for contemporary Catholicism.
The central message of the Pope’s speech to the United Nations, which is still very current, 
is “no to war”. The slim man in white thinks he has this authority: “we are experts in huma-
nity,” he says, and he proposes Peace with determination. In the appendix the volume shows 
the manuscript speech of the Pope, the transcription with the diplomatic corrections and, 
fi nally, the offi cial text.
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The suburb, for Riccardi, shows the most interesting part of the contem-
porary world. Originally defined as “not central” by the Center, today the 
peripheral suburbs become the “place of possible”, that refuses the game 
imposed by those who claim to occupy the central positions starting wars as 
a necessity. The suburbs are so detached from the perversion of the Center  
that, right now, become the places in which mankind recovers commitment, 
community and meaning.
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FORMAT cms. 15x23 
PAGES 384

How and why the state, a society 
structured according to the lines of 
power that organize individuals in a 
new super-personal organism, blossoms 
al- most suddenly after the never-ending 
prehistoric period? This book explo- 
res the causes to this phenomenon, of 
which Mesopotamia offers the first and 
richest records, from technology to ide-
ology. According to this perspective, 
power tends inevitably to expand its 
range of action up to the point where 

it excludes any other analogous form 
of power. In Mesopotamia this process 
led from the first territorial state, the 
city-state, to the ultimate possible stage 
of this phenomenon, the universal state 
or the empire. Simultaneously, however, 
some experiments aim to pre- serve the 
personal dimension of the individual. 
For instance, the juridical system aims 
somehow to protect the individual. 
The ideal to preserve the integrity of 
the individual within an essentially su- 
per-personal organism remains an un-
solved issue. An issue that the history of 
ancient Mesopotamia offers us framed 
for our modern demands.

“WHEN THE SKIES ABOVE...”

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23 
PAGES 352

The study of the old Syro-Mesopota-
mia gives us the privilege of getting 
close to a crucial moment in the history 
of humanity, the moment in which two 
opposite religious conceptions deve-
loped: polytheism and monothei- sm, 
the latter detaching itself like a splinter 
from the former. The Mesopo- tamian 
religion develops control structures 
aiming to fragment the absolute into 
analytical and impersonal components, 

while the biblical religion has control 
structures whose goal is to facilita-
te and govern a soul ready to accept 
a personal absolute, resistant to any 
kind of fragmentation. This volume 
wants to highlight the spiritual value 
of polytheism, according to the histo-
rically-proved accomplishments of the 
Mesopotamian and biblical areas. This 
essay is not only for those interested in 
the Ancient Near East or in the Bible, 
but also for scholars of history of reli-
gions or spirituality, or even for those 
who only wish to study more in depth 
the question of the absolute.

giorgio Buccellati

GIORGIO BUCCELLATI Professor Emeritus in the departments of Language and History at the California University in Los An-
geles (UCLA), where he still teaches. There, in 1973, founded the Institute of Archaeology and was its first director until 1983. Also 
director of IIMAS – the International Institute for the Mesopotamia and the Upper Syria. He published a structural grammar of 
Babylonian, editions of cuneiforms texts, and several studies on the history, religion, literature and archaeology of Mesopo- tamia. 
Also author of important scientific websites. Along with his wife, Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati, Professor Emeritus of the California 
State University in Los Angeles, he has led excavations and archaeological recognitions in Iraq, Turkey, in the Caucasus but mostly 
in Syria, where for 25 years they have been directing together the excavations of the old city of Urkesh.
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The memory of the origins, the Myth, has a “pen-
dant” in the tension to the Eternal. Ries explains 
that the costants of the Sacred are Myth, Symbol 
and Rite; they are present throughout the history 
of humanity and have a foot in the Eternal. Wi-
thout the Eternal, the Sacred withers: the mythical 
story is “forever” in those who remember it, the 
symbol is “forever” for those who recognize it, the 
ritual is the eternal itself in the same instant in whi-
ch it is fulfi lled without clerical hesitations.

SYMBOL
THE COSTANTS 
OF THE 
SACRED

FORMAT
cms. 15x23
PAGES 408

The experience of the sacred takes place and is defi ned 
through some constant elements that characterize it at 
all times and at all latitudes: the fi rst of these elements is 
the symbol. Ries reconstructs in detail the arising of sym-
bolic thought in prehistory and presents the forms that 
the symbol has taken in ancient religions, in Eastern re-
ligions, in Judaism, in Christianity and in Islam, showing 
how it has always played a decisive role in different sphe-
res of human culture.

I. CHRISTIANISM, RELIGIONS
AND CULTURES

vol. 1: CHRISTIANS AND RELIGIONS
From the Acts of the Apostles

to the II Vatican Council
vol. 2: MEETING AND DIALOGUE

II. THE MAN AND THE SACRED
IN HUMAN HISTORY

III. THE RELIGIOUS MAN
AND HIS EXPERIENCE OF THE SACRED

IV. THE CONSTANTS OF THE SACRED
vol. 1: SYMBOL

vol. 2: MYTH AND RITE

V. THE SCIENCE OF RELIGIONS
History, historiography, problems and methods

VI. COMPARATIVE HISTORY

OF RELIGIONS AND HERMENEUTICS

VII. RELIGIONS OF ANCIENT IRAN
Mithraism and Mazdaism

VIII. RELIGIONS OF ANCIENT NEAR EAST
vol. 1: OSIRISM AND HELLENISTIC

THEOLOGY
vol. 2: ROYAL THEOLOGIES. Ancient Near 

East and Mediterranean

IX. GNOSTICISM AND MANICHAEISM

X. THE CHURCH OF MANI
Doctrines and cult

XI. COURSES
vol. 1: INDUISM

vol. 2: BUDDHISM
vol. 3: ISLAM

Julien Ries
OPERA OMNIA

JULIEN RIES (1920-2013)
was the most important historian of religions. He taught for over fourty years at the Catholic University of Leuven, where 
he founded the Centre d’Histoire des Religions.
In 2008 he donated his library and his private archive to the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan, thus 
founding the “Julien Ries” Archive for Symbolic Anthropology, directed by Silvano Petrosino. In February 2012 has been 
appointed cardinal by the Pope Benedict XVI.
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Professor Emeritus in the departments of Language and History at the California University in Los Angeles (UCLA), where 
he still teaches. There, in 1973, founded the Institute of Archaeology and was its fi rst director until 1983. Also director 
of IIMAS – the International Institute for the Mesopotamia and the Upper Syria. He published a structural grammar of 
Babylonian, editions of cuneiforms texts, and several studies on the history, religion, literature and archaeology of Mesopo-
tamia. Also author of important scientifi c websites. Along with his wife, Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati, Professor Emeritus of the 
California State University in Los Angeles, he has led excavations and archaeological recognitions in Iraq, Turkey, in the 
Caucasus but mostly in Syria, where for 25 years they have been directing together the excavations of the old city of Urkesh.
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The study of the old Syro-Mesopotamia gives us the privilege of getting 
close to a crucial moment in the history of humanity, the moment in which 
two opposite religious conceptions developed: polytheism and monothei-
sm, the latter detaching itself like a splinter from the former. The Mesopo-
tamian religion develops control structures aiming to fragment the absolute 
into analytical and impersonal components, while the biblical religion has 
control structures whose goal is to facilitate and govern a soul ready to 
accept a personal absolute, resistant to any kind of fragmentation. This 
volume wants to highlight the spiritual value of polytheism, according to 
the historically-proved accomplishments of the Mesopotamian and biblical 
areas.
This essay is not only for those interested in the Ancient Near East or in the 
Bible, but also for scholars of history of religions or spirituality, or even for 
those who only wish to study more in depth the question of the absolute.
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How and why the state, a society structured according to the lines of power 
that organize individuals in a new super-personal organism, blossoms al-
most suddenly after the never-ending prehistoric period? This book explo-
res the causes to this phenomenon, of which Mesopotamia offers the fi rst 
and richest records, from technology to ideology. 
According to this perspective, power tends inevitably to expand its range 
of action up to the point where it excludes any other analogous form of 
power. In Mesopotamia this process led from the fi rst territorial state, the 
city-state, to the ultimate possible stage of this phenomenon, the universal 
state or the empire. Simultaneously, however, some experiments aim to pre-
serve the personal dimension of the individual. For instance, the juridical 
system aims somehow to protect the individual. 
The ideal to preserve the integrity of the individual within an essentially su-
per-personal organism remains an unsolved issue. An issue that the history 
of ancient Mesopotamia offers us framed for our modern demands.
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system aims somehow to protect the individual. 
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FORMAT
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FORMAT
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RUSSIA
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features

FORMAT
cms. 15x23
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The dominant figure of Imperial Russia is Peter 
the Great. His imposition is at the origin of Rus-
sian cultural world that sees the split among the 
Westernizers, enchanted by Europe and technolo-
gical progress, and the Slavophiles, hostile to fo-
reign models of life, a fracture that survives to this 
day. The forced imitation of the West causes the 
total submission of the Church. During the 20th 
century starts the affirmation of the principle of 
religious tolerance (1905) and the re-birth of the 
Church, that will soon be arrested by the advent of 
the new Communist regime.

Starting from the Bolshevism’s hostility to religion, 
through the “Red Terror” period, the book docu-
ments the requisition of the goods of the Orthodox 
Church (followed by the arrest of the Patriarch), 
the Stalinist Purges and all the events that prece-
ded and followed the Second World War until the 
advent of Gorbachev’s power and the election of 
the new Patriarch in 1990.

An indispensable tool to understand Russia. 
This first volume focuses on the Church-State 
relationship, an essential joint to understand the 
evolution of a huge country.
From the middle ages to the Renaissance analy-
zing the so-called “Great Schism” of old belie-
vers. It stops before Peter the Great.

An history of Russia and neighbouring countries 
through the relationship between the Church 
and the Empire that captures the peculiar cha-
racter of this immense country compared to 
other European states: the link between the Or-
thodox Church and the rulers that starts from 
the Tsar institution and comes to our days with 
Putin.

history of russia - giovanni codevilla
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FORMAT  
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TRANSIT  
OF TRUTH

FORMAT  
cms. 15x23
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The tale of the bees by Mandeville is the starting point 
of this volume. It deals with the issues arisen from the in-
dustrial revolution, modern capitalism and from the eco-
nomy of the globalised market. The meaning of “good 
living” (or buen vivir as called by the indigenous of the 
Americas) sets an urgent question about possible econo-
mies and alternative or corrective politics rather than the 
capitalistic new-liberalism of nowadays. 

THE LIFE OF PHILOSOPHERS 

Carlo Sini

FORMAT cms. 15x23

PAGES 288

In the life of the great philosophers and thinkers of all times is often 
found the key to better understand their ideas. The biographical 
fact thus becomes part of our lives.

Even knowledge, said Nietzsche, has a life and a story. Not an ab-
stract succession of doctrines and writings but a comparison with 
the real lives of the authors and their fellow human beings, always 
facing the ever imminent experience of death that besieges every 
human attempt.

Passions, intentions, disputes that go beyond the accidental bio-
graphical fact to become part of our own life.

carlo sini

THEORETICAL
PHILOSOPHY

FORMAT cms. 13x19
PAGES 96

The theoretical philosophy is an internal partition of the whole 
philosophical knowledge and, at the same time, is or summarizes 
in itself the whole philosophy
What must theoretical philosophy do today? As an ethic of thou-
ght and its transformative possibility, it must reorder and rewrite 
the practices of truth in order to build one’s own.
Theoretical philosophy is a practice of question without aiming 
at an answer: thus thought becomes ethical, and theoretical phi-
losophy an impossible rewriting of our world.

The new volume of the Works contains the turning point that 
allowed Carlo Sini to inaugurate an original philosophical path, 
collecting the legacy of the hermeneutic (with particular reference 
to Heidegger) and pragmatist (with particular reference to Peirce) 
tradition.
The alternative to relativism takes shape in a new conception of 
truth itself, understood as an always determined and situated expe-
rience, which has both the partiality of its own historical-practical 
position and the fullness of the meaning that configures the world 
without residues.

THE GAME OF TRUTH
Carlo Sini

FORMAT cms. 15x23

PAGES 460

carlo sini - Works

CARLO SINI
For thirty years he has taught theoretical Philosophy at the University of Milan. Academician of the Lincei and a member of other 
Italian academies and cultural institutions, for more than a decade he collaborated with the cultural pages of the “Corriere della Sera” 
and still collaborates occasionally with the press, the RAI and the Swiss Radiotelevision. Among the most recent volumes published by 
Jaca Book we mention: The space of the sign (2017), The comic and life (2017), The alphabet and the West (2016), Begin (2016).

carlo sini carlo sini - Works
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The fifth volume of the Opera Omnia is not a work on 
historical Buddhism nor on its schools. Panikkar brings 
us to the heart of the Buddhist faith.
The work begins with a reflection on the concept of emp-
tiness and fullness in the Buddhist tradition, compared 
with the same concept in the Hindu and Christian tra-
ditions; continuing with an ancient Buddhist legend as 
a contrast to the current technological civilization and 
concluding with a more specific chapter on the interpre-
tation of the silence of the Buddha.

FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 464

BUDDHISM
Raimon Panikkar

The man who builds bridges between religions and cul-
tures converses with the man who builds bridges in the 
world of letters, culture and art. 
Their hybridization as historical and personal richness.
The dialogue analyzes the division between East and 
West, addressing in particular that place of intersection 
or - as Paz calls it - of “West overturned” which is India, 
of which the Mexican writer was ambassador from 1982 
to 86, becoming a friend of
Panikkar. The dialogue is animated and not without 
contrasts, the figure of Gandhi emerges strongly, in his 
exemplary exceptionality.

FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 112

ARE WE TALKING ABOUT  
THE SAME WORLDS?
Raimon Panikkar, Octavio Paz

AN UNPRECEDENTED RAIMON PANIKKAR FOR MANY, 
ALWAYS AN INEXHAUSTIBLE CREATOR OF THOUGHT 
EVEN IN INTIMACY

The Diaries are a long-awaited work. The title chosen, The Drop 
of the Water, resumes an expression dear to the author, symbolic 
of a unity that calls us all. Panikkar’s intimate writing takes us 
through the period of his training in Spain to his renewed for-
mation in India, and again from his several trips in Europe and 
India, until his years of teaching in the United States. Panikkar 
entrusts to his Diaries his sense of self-esteem, his concerns and 
discoveries, with the same simplicity of spirit that he had as a 
young man. He also tell us dramatic moments, expressed in his 
direct and personal style that has always characterized his wri-
ting.
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Raimon Panikkar
OPERA OMNIA

a cura dell’Autore e di Milena Carrara Pavan
* volumi pubblicati

I
MISTICA E SPIRITUALITÀ

Tomo 1. Mistica, pienezza di Vita*;  
Tomo 2. Spiritualità, il cammino della Vita*

II
RELIGIONE E RELIGIONI*

III
CRISTIANESIMO

Tomo 1. La tradizione cristiana (1961-1977)*;  
Tomo 2. Una cristofania (1987-2002)*

IV
INDUISMO

Tomo 1. L’esperienza vedica. Mantramañjari;  
Tomo 2. Il dharma dell’India*

V
BUDDHISMO

VI
CULTURE E RELIGIONI IN DIALOGO

Tomo 1. Pluralismo e interculturalità*;  
Tomo 2. Dialogo interculturale e interreligioso*

VII
INDUISMO E CRISTIANESIMO*

VIII
VISIONE TRINITARIA E COSMOTEANDRICA: 

DIO-UOMO-COSMO*

IX
MISTERO ED ERMENEUTICA

Tomo 1. Mito, simbolo, culto*;  
Tomo 2. Fede, ermeneutica, parola*

X
FILOSOFIA E TEOLOGIA

Tomo 1. Il ritmo dell’Essere. Le Gifford Lectures*;  
Tomo 2. Pensiero filosofico e teologico

XI
SECOLARITÀ SACRA

XII
SPAZIO, TEMPO E SCIENZA

*
MISCELLANEA

ISBN 978-88-16-41462-4

€ 35,00

Il volume Induismo e Cristianesimo si focalizza soprattutto 
sul dialogo tra le due tradizioni religiose cui l’autore appar-
tiene fin dalla nascita e alle quali è stato fedele per tutta la 
vita pur non pretendendo di esaurirne le molte dimensioni. 
Il loro rapporto potrebbe essere paragonato a quello tra 
due amanti che parlano lingue diverse. Si amano e, attra-
verso questo amore, hanno scoperto che hanno lo stesso 
scopo e desiderano la stessa cosa. Ma, quando uno cerca 
di parlarne all’altro, non è capito. Ciascuno deve prima 
imparare il linguaggio dell’altro. Può succedere che non 
dicano la stessa cosa, e sicuramente non dicono «la stes-
sa cosa» nello stesso modo. Ciascuno di loro ha una per-
cezione di qualcosa che tocca profondamente entrambi, 
senza riuscire a esprimerla. Ma possono amarsi, aiutarsi, 
ritrovarsi nella vita pratica, essere pazienti e incominciare 
a imparare l’uno dall’altro.  
Oggi cristianesimo e induismo si incontrano di nuovo dopo 
secoli di separazione e cercano di condividere le loro ri-
spettive esperienze. I cristiani possono vedere la meta nel 
futuro, gli hindu nel presente, ma entrambi la vedono nei 
termini della persona umana completa e realizzata.

*

Il libro consta di due sezioni, la prima comprende uno dei 
testi più noti di Panikkar, Il Cristo sconosciuto dell’induismo. 
Il punto focale, e spesso frainteso, è l’aspetto del Cristo an-
cora sconosciuto presente tanto nel cristianesimo quanto 
nelle altre religioni, che possono quindi contribuire a una 
sua visione più universale. 
La seconda è dedicata all’ecclesiologia in India come esem-
pio di inculturazione e descrive varie sfaccettature dell’in-
contro tra queste due religioni. 
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THE DROP OF WATER.  
DIARIES 
Raimon Panikkar

raiMon panikkar raiMon panikkar - Works

I. Mysticism and Spirituality
a) Mysticism, Fullness of Life
b) Spirituality

II. Religion and Religions

III. Christianity
a) The Christian tradition
b) A Christophany

IV. Hinduism
a) The Vedic Experience. 
Mantramanjari
b) The Dharma of India

V. Buddhism

VI. Cultures and Religions at dialogue
a) Pluralism and Interculture
b) Intercultural and Interreligious 
Dialogue

VII. Hinduism and Christianity

VIII. Trinitarian and Cosmotheandric
Vision: God-Man-Kosmos

IX. Mistery and Hermeneutics
a) Myth, Symbol and Ritual
b) Faith, Hermeneutics and Word

X. Philosophy and Theology

XI. Sacred Secularity

XII. Space, Time and Science

Raimon Panikkar
OPERA OMNIA

Structure

RAIMON PANIKKAR (1918-2010)
A worldwide known authors, his works are translated into a dozen languages. Partecipating in a variety of traditions (In-
dian and European, Hindu and Christian, scientific and humanistic) taught in Europe, India and the United States. In the 
early 2000s, together with Jaca Book, he started organizing his Opera Omnia (curated by Milena Carrara Pavan), which is 
now in Italian, Catalan, French, English and Spanish.

LICENSED IN

SPANISH & CATALAN: HERDER EDITORIAL

SACRED SECULARITY
Raimon Panikkar

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 504
RIGHTS SOLD IN: 
ENGLISH: ORBIS BOOKS
SPANISH: HERDER EDICIONES
CATALAN: FRAGMENTA EDITORIAL

This volume is dedicated to secularity defined 
as “sacred”, that represents the lifestyle to 
which we are called, overcoming the dicho-
tomy between the sacred and the profane
It is not a question of escaping the world, but 
of transfiguring it - which is more than rede-
eming it: it is resurrecting it. We must “find” 

the sacred and “create” the secular way. The 
discovery of sacred secularity is the catalyst 
to ensure that the transformation is not just a 
change of dress, a new fashion, but a historical 
mutation. The task is not easy, but it is urgent 
and also fascinating. This volume invite us to 
understand the transformation: the fall of the 
buzz into silence. It tries to present a vision of 
the world in which, without denying the pos-
sible transcendence of the divine, the imma-
nence of the sacred is accentuated in the very 
depths of the world. For too long, the so-called 
religion has tried to reunite us with a transcen-
dent Being at the expense of the immanence 
of Being in beings, thus causing the splitting of 
man’s being with the Being of all reality.

PHILOSOPHICAL AND THEOLOGICAL THOUGHT
Raimon Panikkar

Technical features
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 704
RIGHTS SOLD IN: 
ENGLISH: ORBIS BOOKS
SPANISH: HERDER EDICIONES
CATALAN: FRAGMENTA EDITORIAL

The tenth volume of Raimon Panikkar’s Ope-
ra Omnia brings us into the heart of his phi-
losophical and theological thought, analyzing 
all the topics most dear to him. The separation 
between philosophy and theology has no rea-
son to exist for Panikkar, as the two discipli-
nes implicate each other.

OPERA OMNIA strUctUre
Raimon Panikkar

I. Mysticism and Spirituality
a) Mysticism, Fullness of Life
b) Spirituality

II. Religion and Religions

III. Christianity
a) The Christian tradition
b) A Christophany

IV. Hinduism
a) The Vedic Experience. Mantramanjari
b) The Dharma of India

V. Buddhism

VI. Cultures and Religions at dialogue
a) Pluralism and Interculture
b) Intercultural and Interreligious Dialogue

VII. Hinduism and Christianity

VIII. Trinitarian and Cosmotheandric
Vision: God-Man-Kosmos

IX. Mistery and Hermeneutics
a) Myth, Symbol and Ritual
b) Faith, Hermeneutics and Word

X. Philosophy and Theology
XI. Sacred Secularity
XII. Space, Time and Science

RAIMON PANIKKAR a worldwide known author, his works are translated into a dozen lan-
guages. Partecipating in a variety of traditions (Indian and European, Hindu and Christian, 
scientific and humanistic) he taught in Europe, India and the United States. In the early 2000s, 
together with Jaca Book, he started organizing his Opera Omnia (curated by Milena Carrara 
Pavan), which is now in Italian, Catalan, French, English and Spanish.
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LIFE
AND ETERNITY 
IN THE GREAT 
RELIGION

FORMAT
cms. 15x23
PAGES 408

The memory of the origins, the Myth, has a “pen-
dant” in the tension to the Eternal. Ries explains 
that the costants of the Sacred are Myth, Symbol 
and Rite; they are present throughout the history 
of humanity and have a foot in the Eternal. Wi-
thout the Eternal, the Sacred withers: the mythical 
story is “forever” in those who remember it, the 
symbol is “forever” for those who recognize it, the 
ritual is the eternal itself in the same instant in whi-
ch it is fulfi lled without clerical hesitations.

SYMBOL
THE COSTANTS 
OF THE 
SACRED

FORMAT
cms. 15x23
PAGES 408

The experience of the sacred takes place and is defi ned 
through some constant elements that characterize it at 
all times and at all latitudes: the fi rst of these elements is 
the symbol. Ries reconstructs in detail the arising of sym-
bolic thought in prehistory and presents the forms that 
the symbol has taken in ancient religions, in Eastern re-
ligions, in Judaism, in Christianity and in Islam, showing 
how it has always played a decisive role in different sphe-
res of human culture.

I. CHRISTIANISM, RELIGIONS
AND CULTURES

vol. 1: CHRISTIANS AND RELIGIONS
From the Acts of the Apostles

to the II Vatican Council
vol. 2: MEETING AND DIALOGUE

II. THE MAN AND THE SACRED
IN HUMAN HISTORY

III. THE RELIGIOUS MAN
AND HIS EXPERIENCE OF THE SACRED

IV. THE CONSTANTS OF THE SACRED
vol. 1: SYMBOL

vol. 2: MYTH AND RITE

V. THE SCIENCE OF RELIGIONS
History, historiography, problems and methods

VI. COMPARATIVE HISTORY

OF RELIGIONS AND HERMENEUTICS

VII. RELIGIONS OF ANCIENT IRAN
Mithraism and Mazdaism

VIII. RELIGIONS OF ANCIENT NEAR EAST
vol. 1: OSIRISM AND HELLENISTIC

THEOLOGY
vol. 2: ROYAL THEOLOGIES. Ancient Near 

East and Mediterranean

IX. GNOSTICISM AND MANICHAEISM

X. THE CHURCH OF MANI
Doctrines and cult

XI. COURSES
vol. 1: INDUISM

vol. 2: BUDDHISM
vol. 3: ISLAM

Julien Ries
OPERA OMNIA

JULIEN RIES (1920-2013)
was the most important historian of religions. He taught for over fourty years at the Catholic University of Leuven, where 
he founded the Centre d’Histoire des Religions.
In 2008 he donated his library and his private archive to the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan, thus 
founding the “Julien Ries” Archive for Symbolic Anthropology, directed by Silvano Petrosino. In February 2012 has been 
appointed cardinal by the Pope Benedict XVI.
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non-FiCtion books

GIORGIO BUCCELLATI
Professor Emeritus in the departments of Language and History at the California University in Los Angeles (UCLA), where 
he still teaches. There, in 1973, founded the Institute of Archaeology and was its fi rst director until 1983. Also director 
of IIMAS – the International Institute for the Mesopotamia and the Upper Syria. He published a structural grammar of 
Babylonian, editions of cuneiforms texts, and several studies on the history, religion, literature and archaeology of Mesopo-
tamia. Also author of important scientifi c websites. Along with his wife, Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati, Professor Emeritus of the 
California State University in Los Angeles, he has led excavations and archaeological recognitions in Iraq, Turkey, in the 
Caucasus but mostly in Syria, where for 25 years they have been directing together the excavations of the old city of Urkesh.

“WHEN THE SKIES ABOVE…”

FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 352

The study of the old Syro-Mesopotamia gives us the privilege of getting 
close to a crucial moment in the history of humanity, the moment in which 
two opposite religious conceptions developed: polytheism and monothei-
sm, the latter detaching itself like a splinter from the former. The Mesopo-
tamian religion develops control structures aiming to fragment the absolute 
into analytical and impersonal components, while the biblical religion has 
control structures whose goal is to facilitate and govern a soul ready to 
accept a personal absolute, resistant to any kind of fragmentation. This 
volume wants to highlight the spiritual value of polytheism, according to 
the historically-proved accomplishments of the Mesopotamian and biblical 
areas.
This essay is not only for those interested in the Ancient Near East or in the 
Bible, but also for scholars of history of religions or spirituality, or even for 
those who only wish to study more in depth the question of the absolute.

AT THE ORIGIN OF POLITICS
 
FORMAT cms. 15x23
PAGES 384
 
How and why the state, a society structured according to the lines of power 
that organize individuals in a new super-personal organism, blossoms al-
most suddenly after the never-ending prehistoric period? This book explo-
res the causes to this phenomenon, of which Mesopotamia offers the fi rst 
and richest records, from technology to ideology. 
According to this perspective, power tends inevitably to expand its range 
of action up to the point where it excludes any other analogous form of 
power. In Mesopotamia this process led from the fi rst territorial state, the 
city-state, to the ultimate possible stage of this phenomenon, the universal 
state or the empire. Simultaneously, however, some experiments aim to pre-
serve the personal dimension of the individual. For instance, the juridical 
system aims somehow to protect the individual. 
The ideal to preserve the integrity of the individual within an essentially su-
per-personal organism remains an unsolved issue. An issue that the history 
of ancient Mesopotamia offers us framed for our modern demands.

GiorGio BUccellati

LICENSED IN

ENGLISH: ROUTLEDGE
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PINOCCHIO!
Text by Chiara Lossani, illustrations by Bimba Landmann

WHO WOULD NOT LIKE TO HAVE A 
CHATTER WITH PINOCCHIO?

CHIARA LOSSANI, DIRECTOR OF 
TWO LIBRARIES AND AUTHOR OF 
MANY BOOKS FOR CHILDREN, DID 
NOT RESIST THE TEMPTATION. GET 
READY TO LAUGH A LOT AND TO 
SPILL A FEW TEARS, THIS IS A PINOC-
CHIO YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN!

BIMBA LANDMANN, AWARD-WINNING ILLUSTRATOR, USING A MIXED TECHNI-
QUE OF WOODS, FABRICS AND COLLAGE, SET THE EPISODES OF THE HISTORY 
OF PINOCCHIO IN AN ALWAYS DIFFERENT PUPPET THEATER. AND THE SHOW 
BEGINS...

Some stories always have something to tell. Everyone knows about the adventures of Pinocchio, 
yet it seems that this child never ceases to amaze those in front of him. Pinocchio is a child who, 
discovering the world, marvels and throws himself headlong into things. He is irresponsible, 
stubborn, a liar. He wants to understand, he is not satisfied; when he is wrong, he starts again. 
And over time he also learns to love... Here it is Pinocchio himself who narrates his story, in an 
imaginary, naive, without self-censorship dialogue with the author.

CHIARA LOSSANI is the director of two libraries in the province of Milan, one of which is dedicated 
exclusively to children. She has been publishing children’s books for more than twenty years, receiving 
many international awards. Among the most successful titles: Vincent Van Gogh and the colors of the 
wind, translated into 12 languages.

BIMBA LANDMANN decided to become an author and illustrator as a child, in front of the golds and 
blues of an ancient illuminated book. Since that day she has never stopped drawing, filling entire notebo-
oks with images and stories and today her books have been published in more than twenty languages. In 
2017 the Carlo Bilotti Aranciera Museum (Villa Borghese, Rome) dedicated her a retrospective.

Technical features

HARDCOVER 
FORMAT cms.24x28
PAGES 64 colour pages
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ATLAS OF THE SKY
by Lara Albanese, Lucia Scuderi

The encounter between astronomy and art has given birth to a work of great 
value, a cross-cultural journey to discover the meaning and the interpretation 
of the sky and constellations.
A complete work that offers the evanescent magic of a shimmering sky, throu-
gh the seasons and the different hemispheres. An ambitious work, because 
the sky, as known, is not only populated by stars… It hosts a multitude of 
mythological characters, dreams and poems, stories and tales…
Twenty fascinating illustrations collected in a volume of a large format (24x35 
cm) are accompanied by brief literary and mythological narratives or in-depth 
scientific information. A tribute, in a contemporary key, to the iconography 
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and to the large atlases which have 
laid the foundation of the cartography of the world, from Abraham Ortelius 
to Gerhard Kremer, to Hevelius’s star atlas.

LARA ALBANESE
A physicist, writer, journalist, the founder of Googol, one of the first Italian associations to deal with science 
education. She has written fourteen children’s books,  that have been translated into several languages, and 
has won the prestigious 2013 Andersen Prize for popular science. 

LUCIA SCUDERI
An illustrator and expert in children’s literature, image education and visual communication, she has worked 
with several specialized publishing houses in Italy and abroad. She won the Andersen Prize in 2004 for the 
best illustrated book and in 2013 as the best illustrator.

AN AMBITIOUS AND COMPLETE 
WORK THAT COMBINES THE CHARM  
AND  KNOWLEDGE OF ASTRONOMY 
WITH THE MASTERFUL EVOCATIVE 

INTERPRETATION OF A GREAT 
ILLUSTRATOR

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 24x35
PAGES 64 colour pages
AGE: 7-13
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THE TRAVEL OF YOUNG MOZART
by Anna Rastelli, Federico Maggioni

ANNA RASTELLI
Born in Turin in 1955, she is pianist, Conservatory professor and musical narrator. She has held concerts and 
collaborated with many musical institutions including Settembre Musica, MITO, Ravenna Festival, Società 
dei Concerti di Bolzano. She participated as a commentator on various Radio3 and Rai2 radio broadcasts. She 
has published many books in the musicological fi eld.

FEDERICO MAGGIONI
Born in the province of Como in 1944, he is an illustrator and graphic artist. In his career he has collaborated 
with numerous titles, from La Domenica del Corriere to Corriere dei Piccoli, from Corriere della Sera to Epo-
ca, Amica, Abitare and all major publishers (Rizzoli, Mondadori , Einaudi, Feltrinelli, Zanichelli, Donzelli, 
Corraini, just to mention the main ones). His works were exhibited in collective and personal anthological 
exhibitions. He has a deep passion for music, opera and stories.

It is not the fi rst travel of Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart, the young musician 
now known throughout Europe playing 
for princes and courts. This time, howe-
ver, Leopold’s ambition is great: he wan-
ts to get for the young Wolfgang enough 
commissions to have a court assignment 
and, above all, the fame of a great com-
poser of italian opera. It does not seem 
an easy trip from the beginning. Father 

and son have been preparing the travel for a long time: Leopold to get a dispensation 
from his offi ce at the court of the archbishop of Salzburg and to fi nd the money for the 
trip, Wolfgang in the meantime studied Italian, mathematics, Latin and French.

The tale runs through the cold and muddy streets of Austria, Bavaria, Tyrol and fi nally 
the Alps. It meets small and big cities, cozy inns and unwelcoming hovels, famous ce-
lebrities and old acquaintances. The story is full of curious details, considerations and 
anecdotes drawn from the direct testimonies of letters and chronicles.

A tale inspired by the life of young Mozart, joining the reality of the story to a captivating 
narrative that leads us to identify with the boy: not an abstract and out of time genius but 
a brilliant kid who, like all the kids, loves to play, joking with her sister and being full of 
curiosity for this trip to Italy that will be a milestone in his life.

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 19x27
PAGES 56 colour pages

DECEMBER 1769.
LEOPOLD MOZART STARTS HIS 
TRAVEL TO REACH ITALY WITH HIS 
SON WOLFGANG 

DIRTY SNOWBALL
by Lara Albanese, Maria Gianola
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THE TRAVEL OF YOUNG MOZART
by Anna Rastelli, Federico Maggioni

DIRTY SNOWBALL
by Lara Albanese, Maria Gianola

Frankie the little donkey looks puzzled at the starry sky. He is 
lost and doesn’t know how to get back to the hut. Then, fortu-
nately, he sees a light. It’s the Christmas Star, just above his hut. 
Frankie wants to get there at all costs. But the sky is full of dan-
gers. What is that huge dirty, ugly and frozen snowball, hard as 
a rock? A truly sensational discovery awaits him.
LARA ALBANESE
A physicist, writer, journalist, the founder of Googol, one of the first Italian associations to deal with science 
education. She has written fourteen children’s books,  that have been translated into several languages, and 
has won the prestigious 2013 Andersen Prize for popular science. 

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 26x21,5
PAGES 24 colour pages
AGE: 5-7

THE MAGIC OF 
CHRISTMAS IN A 

FASCINATING STORY.
A FUN TRIP ON THE 

CHRISTMAS
STAR, BETWEEN 

SCIENCE AND FANTASY
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THE BIBLE
by Enrico Galbiati

ENRICO GALBIATI
Internationally renowned Biblical scholar, professor at the Catholic University of Milan, prefect of the Bi-
blioteca Ambrosiana and author of many essays and Biblical philosophy texts.

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 24x32
PAGES 40 colour pages

THE GREAT TALE OF THE OLD 
AND NEW TESTAMENT IN 
TWENTY BOOKS, THROUGH THE 
MAIN CHARACTERS OF THE BIBLE

A COMPLETE AND TEACHABLE 
COLLECTION, DESIGNED FOR 
FAMILIES AND EDUCATORS, 
THAT PROVIDES AN HISTORICAL, 
LITERARY AND RELIGIOUS 
APPROACH TO THE BIBLE

Abraham
Isaac, Jacob and Joseph

Moses in Egypt
Moses and the Exodus

Joshua and Promised Land
Deborah, Gideon and Samson

Samuel, Saul and David
King David

King Solomon
Eliah and Elisha

Amos, Hosea and Isaiah
Jeremiah

Exile and return
Job and Jonah

Technical features

INSIDE FORMAT cms. 24x32
PAGES 128 colour pages

A COMPLETE AND 
TEACHABLEANTHOLOGY, DESIGNED 
FOR FAMILIES AND EDUCATORS, 
THAT PROVIDES AN HISTORICAL, 
LITERARY AND RELIGIOUS 
APPROACH TO THE BIBLE

THE FOUNDATIONAL STORY OF OUR 
CIVILIZATION AND OUR RELIGION. 
THE GREAT TALE OF THE OLD 
AND NEW TESTAMENT IN TWENTY 
BOOKS, THROUGH THE MAIN 
CHARACTERS OF THE BIBLE.

THE LIFE OF JESUS
Enrico Galbiati
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THE BIBLE
by Enrico Galbiati

PIERO VENTURA & GIAN PAOLO CESERANI
They published together dozens of books, translated in 25 languages. The key to their success lies 
in their particular narrative technique, which creates an innovative and effective dialogue between 
images and text, and their extraordinary ability to reveal exceptionality in the ordinary through highly 
suggestive collective scenes.

FRANCIS OF ASSISI

Technical features
INSIDE FORMAT cms. 23x28,5
PAGES 32 colour pages

The volume narrates the main moments of the life, 
and especially of the human and religious experience 
of Francis of Assisi.
From his childhood when, as the son of the rich mer-
chant Pietro Bernardone, took part in the cheerful 
gatherings of wealthy young people, to his farewell 
to that world and to the society of the time.
Francis experiences a new beginning in the name of 
poverty, prayer and fraternity. The story continues 
with the encounter with the Pope, up to the writing 
of the New Rule, the meeting with Chiara d’Assisi, 
the trip to the sultan of Egypt to build peace, until 
the farewell of the beloved retreat of La Verna and 
his death in Assisi.

TERESA OF CALCUTTA
Technical features
INSIDE FORMAT cms. 23x28,5
PAGES 32 colour pages

The book guides us to discover one of the most im-
portant characters of our time: a humble and discreet 
woman with a lively sparkling look, that has put her 
life at the service of the poorest. Through powerful 
evocative images of his spiritual grandeur, we know 
about little Teresa and her childhood in Albania, 
her passion for music and reading, the stages of her 
religious education and her life as a missionary, the 
friendship with Pope John Paul II and Lady Diana. 
We follow her from the travels around the world and 
the everyday life among the poors in Calcutta, to the 
victory of the Nobel Peace Prize and the extraordi-
nary events that led to her canonization, the most im-
portant event of the Jubilee of Mercy.
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